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Hill Florida 33351 
Phone: 954-721-8681·Fax:954-721-9202 

November 1, 2019 

Dear Board Members: 

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the 
will be held on 9 at a.m. at 

Following is the advance agenda: 

1. Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance 

2. Audience Comments - As per District's rules, each speaker has 3 minutes to provide comments. 

3. Consideration of Amending the Fiscal Year 2019 General Fund Budget 

A Consideration of the Minutes of the October 11, 2019 and October 28, 2019 Meetings 

B. Discussion on Club Rules 

C. Updates on Status of Any Other Projects and Workshop Items 

4. Authorization or Approvals Requiring Board Action for Items Discussed During Workshop 
A Approval of the Minutes of the October 11, 2019 and October 28, 2019 Meetings 

B. Any Other Approvals 

5. Staff Reports 
A Attorney 

B. Engineer 

C. Club Manager - Monthly Report 

D. Field Manager- Monthly Report 

E. COD Manager 

6. Financial Reports 
A Approval of Check Run Summary 

B. Balance Sheet and Income Statement 

7. Supervisors Requests 

8. Adjournment 

Meetings are open to the public and may be continued to a time, date and 
CDD visit the website: !JJ!.JQ;!!_~~~tt!Qm.g,~~~&Q.!11 

certain. For more information regarding this 



RESOLUTION 2020-01 

WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors, hereinafter referred to as the "Board}}, of the East 
Homestead Community Development District, hereinafter referred to as "District", 
adopted a General Fund Budget for fiscal year 2019 and 

WHEREAS, the Board desires to reallocate funds budgeted to re-appropriate Revenues 
and Expenses approved during the Fiscal Year. 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE EAST 
HOMESTEAD COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT TO THE FOLLOWING: 

1. The General Fund Budget is hereby amended in accordance with Exhibit "A" 

attached. 

2. This resolution shall become effective this 8th day of November, 2019 and be 

reflected in the monthly and fiscal Year End 9/30/19 Financial Statements and 
Audit Report of the District. 

Attest: 

by: 
Secretary 

by: 
Chairman 

East Homestead Community 
Development District 



Category 

Revenues 

Developer Contributions 

FEMA Revenue 

Interest Income 

Clubhouse Income 

Total Revenues 

Expenditures 

Administrative: 
Engineering Fees 
Attorney Fees 
Legal Advertising 

Field: 

Landscape Materials 

Stormwater Services 

Monuments Maintenance/Repairs 

Special Projects 

Sidewalk Repairs 

Clubhouse: 

Active Video Monitoring 

Electric 

Janitorial Supplies 

Repairs and Maintenance 

Security-Roving Guard 

Trash Collection 

Water & Sewer 

Contingency 

Total Expenditures 

East Homestead 
Community Development District 

Budget Amendment 

FY 2019 

General Fund 

Current 

Budget 

$0 

$0 

$13,500 

$10,000 

$10,000 
$40,000 

$900 

$20,000 

$4,573 

$10,000 

$19,064 

$10,000 

$0 

$60,000 

$6,500 

$50,000 

$2,000 

$5,000 

$1,500 

$10,000 

Proposed 

(Increase/ 

Decrease) 

$56,607 

$202,097 

$28,661 

$27,203 

$314,568 

$18,282 
$10,821 

$1,665 

$75,524 

$30,041 

$22,421 

$50,830 

$13,354 

$8,803 

$5,739 

$11,303 

$11,857 

$3,942 

$2,007 

$1,658 

$46,321 

$314,568 

Amended 

Budget 

$56,607 

$202,097 

$42,161 

$37,203 

$28,282 
$50,821 

$2,565 

$95,524 

$34,614 

$32,421 

$69,894 

$23,354 

$8,803 

$65,739 

$17,803 

$61,857 

$5,942 

$7,007 

$3,158 

$56,321 



MINUTES OF MEETING 
EAST HOMESTEAD 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the East Homestead Community 

Development District was held Friday, October 11, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. at the Oasis 

Community Clubhouse, 171 NE 30 Road, Homestead, FL 33033 

Present and constituting a quorum were: 

Susan Genther 
Laurie Weil 
Raymond Harris 
Stephen Walker 
Saens Dorcely 

Also present were: 

Michael Pawelczyk 
Luis Hernandez 
George Graupera 
Alexandra (Alex) Garcia 
Al Torres 
Nelson Valdes, Jr. 
Jose Alvarez 
Sgt. Victor Agosto 

Segment I: 

Chairman 
Vice Chairman 
Assistant Secretary 
Assistant Secretary 
Assistant Secretary (by phone) 

District Counsel 
District Manager 
District Engineer 
NFC Amenity Management 
Resident 
Resident 
Resident 
Homestead Police Department 

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance 
Mr. Hernandez called the roll and stated we have a quorum, and the Pledge of 

Allegiance was recited by all who attended the meeting. 

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS Audience Comments - As per 
District's rules, each speaker has 3 
minutes to provide comments 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Ok, the first thing we have is audience comments. As you know, 

under the policy that we've established pursuant to Florida Law each speaker has 3 

minutes to provide comments, and we'll start with the one that's on the agenda first which 



October 11, 2019 East Homestead CDD 

is Nelson Valdes, Jr., he apparently has a comment regarding an electrical box, Mr. 

Valdes? 

Mr. Valdes: Yes, Nelson Valdes, I spoke off the record to Luis Hernandez a little 

while ago, and what I'm here to discuss is, which I spoke to him about already as I 

indicated. You guys have a contractor who works for Q Electric, and he works under Sam 

Electric, and there's a process number in the City of Homestead currently, process 

#19090326 which is being ignored by your contractor. I personally made calls to your 

contractor's office, and so did my attorney. They have no idea what's going on. The City 

of Homestead, and this is why, the supervisor in the permitting department has your permit 

ready to issue, all she needs is 3 comments placed on the plans, and they've never even 

responded to her, they haven't picked it up, this has been since the 23rd of September, the 

plans were presented on the 20th. Until yesterday, nobody has contacted here to get the 

notes that are supposed to be on there, that's what's delaying a lot of your plans for 

fountains. I'm here for the lake fountains, especially the one for lake #2, I was in error and 

I had thought based on the information I got from the city that it was lake #3, but ours is 

lake #2. Our lake encounters a problem, which is not a lake, it's a pond legally, and the 

encountered problem is long grass, it doesn't fall under the lake law about long grass, they 

can come in and avoid you from cutting it out that does not include ponds. So, we've been 

requesting to you for a year now for that lake to be cleaned out, we have construction 

debris on there, Barbados was turned over to the homeowners, that's the community 

behind us, a week and a half ago by Lennar. They stated, I was present, after the fact but 

Mr. Steve Walker was present that day, right? 

Mr. Walker: I wasn't at the turnover but I did see Teresa Saluja coming in. 

Mr. Valdes: Ok, well Barbados has been turned over to the homeowners, so that 

means there's no conflicting issues on why pond #2 can't be processed for a permit. I was 

just informed by the director, which is also the manager, Luis Hernandez that he's going to 

try and get it done by December. So, I'm taking that as a promise for all the homeowners 

that can't be here today because of your hours here are 9:00 o'clock and people are 

working, and I'm her~ because I'm a retired military person so I can be here any time. We 

just want that resolved. Secondly, you guys contracted for us, with our tax dollars, a 

company that's supposed to come around and spray the grass, they've only been by once, 

we had all of the neighbors on that lake had cameras, and they've only been there once on 
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a long cart with a B&G, and all they do is squirt the corner of it, and the guy drives up, so 

he's not even doing his job, plus you're not supposed to be spraying a lake. I'm licensed in 

the State of California, here you don't get a license unless you have a company, but I'm 

licensed in the State of California in pest control, and that's not working off an owner's 

license like they do here in the State of Florida, it's a joke here. When you spray a lake, 

you have to use a real diluted chemical. We found a dead fish and a dead duck. The 

ducks are getting hurt based on the chemicals you're using. Unfortunately, we had our 

lawn guy go around and spray also but when the lake was down, that means the water 

level was not at that area where we sprayed. When it rains it takes it away so it makes it 

useless but, we called two companies to come out and give us explanations on how to get 

rid of that grass, and the only way to get rid of it is raking it out, it's all around the sidewalk. 

No more spraying, that's hurting the wildlife around the lake, and there's trash there from 

the construction at Barbados that you guys said meetings back you were going to send a 

certified letter to Lennar, I would like to get a copy of that, you can send it to me or to the 

president of the association, and he's not here today, but I remember a couple of meetings 

back, you said you were going to tell Lennar to clean up their mess with the construction, 

do you remember that? Ok, so one of the Board members just nodded yes to me that they 

were agreeing with it, so that's it. 

Ms. Genther: I wonder if I could ask a question, going back to what you had said 

that you had somebody spray around the lake. Is that person licensed to be spraying 

around the lake, and what you had said was something about pesticides, which is not the 

same as herbicides and I just want to be sure that there wasn't some sort of conflict. Are 

they licensed through the water management District? 

Mr. Valdes: They're licensed under the Florida State Agriculture for Pest Control & 

Herbicide, it's all under one license, and what he's spraying is the side of the grass on the 

easement. The lake was all the way down, that area right there does not affect the lake, 

that's the part that he saw, the gentleman sitting back there saw the other day when he 

went by and saw that only the side of the easement was dead but that was a couple 

months ago. 

Ms. Genther: So, here's my further question then, how do you know that it is 

because of what we're doing is causing the ducks to be harmed, could it not have also 
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been from what your person did, that's all I'm saying, and I'm not being argumentative, I'm 

just saying. 

Mr. Valdes: I understand, that's understandable. 

(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one 
conversation could be heard) 

Mr. Valdes: Once it rains if you put a herbicide down, it's gone, you'd be wasting it 

but, we have on camera, and we're not trying to blame them but we're saying that, this 

gentleman came with a little golf cart, spraying with a B&G and just hitting the side of the 

water, and barely killing anything, but what we're saying is, we're not going to have 

anything done to that lake anymore, and we asked for it to be cleaned, like we were told 

months ago. 

Ms. Genther: I kind of beg to differ with you that you were told that it was going to 

be cleaned, we told you that we do maintain the lakes, and that we do have certain 

beneficial plants that grow in the lakes, and we want the plants in the lakes. 

Mr. Valdes: First of all, it's not a lake, it's a pond. 

Ms. Genther: It's a retention pond, so you're right. 

Mr. Valdes: And you did in the meeting, a couple of meetings back, you can pull 

your minutes, you said, and the people on the Board said, that they would contact Lennar, 

send them a letter. 

Mr. Hernandez: I want to indicate for the record that Saens Dorcely has joined us. 

Mr. Valdes: That you would send Lennar a letter informing that they need to clean 

up their construction debris. 

Ms. Genther: I agree, absolutely we said that. 

Mr. Valdes: And I did say clean up, so from the lake which they never did. 

Ms. Genther: Ok. 

Mr. Valdes: And that's what you have told us but, the one responsible for that lake, 

guess who it is, it's not Lennar, it's the COD, that's why we're approaching the COD, and 

that's why my statement is addressed to the COD. 

Ms. Genther: Right. 
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Mr. Valdes: Ok, Lennar ignored you, if you did send a letter, they ignored it because 

they still have debris out there. There's bricks out there which are definitely construction, 

there's styrofoam. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Well, you have well exceeded your 3 minutes, I think Mr. 

Hernandez is going to follow up with the lake contractor, well it's my understanding 

because I just spoke to Luis, there was no public records, no letter sent, so we can't 

provide you with a copy of that because he spoke directly with Lennar. 

Mr. Hernandez: And I provided a report to the Board at the meeting after that 

statement indicating that I have spoken to Lennar and they were going to be, and the big 

issue that we had at the time is that they have pickup trucks driving to the site towards the 

lake and they have damaged the sod, the part that I was able to inspect this morning is that 

all the sod was being replaced and all that has been fixed. If anything is pending to be 

cleaned up or not, they will take care of it as they have done in the past. The part that I do 

want to express on the public record, and I explained that to Mr. Valdes prior to the 

meeting is, if the District does not have the right vendor for the lake, that's something for 

the Board to take care of, I'm extremely concerned to have another vendor come in and 

take care of a lake that the District is responsible for. My concern is that if anything 

happened with that pond, the one who is responsible is the District, so therefore, if for any 

reason you are uncomfortable, I passed out to you my business card to let all the 

homeowners know, let us know, it's our intent and our desire to provide you with the best. 

Part of what we have in the meeting today is a report from the last company indicating that 

they provided service to the lake and what the service was that they provided to that 

particular lake. 

Ms. Genther: Could I add just one thing, may I call you Nelson? 

Mr. Valdes: Yes, perfect. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, Nelson, I had read your letter and one thing I noticed in there was 

that you were concerned that you had not gotten a response from Luis. Just so you know, 

Luis has been out of the country for at least 3 weeks, he has not even been in the country, 

he's been out of town for at least 3 weeks, and that may be one reason why, if you look at 

the dates you'll see that he was probably out of town during that timeframe, so I just 

wanted to say that, I did want to point that out. 

Mr. Harris: He just came in last night. 
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October 11, 2019 

Ms. Genther: Right, he came in last night. 

Mr. Valdes: Yes, I know he told me. 

Mr. Harris: Ok. 

East Homestead CDD 

Mr. Valdes: Yes, we've been trying to contact him before the fact. 

Ms. Genther: Ok. 

Mr. Valdes: Just like we contacted Mr. Walker. Also, on the debris from Lennar, 

some of it has floated to our side also, so they just don't need to clean their side in 

Barbados, they need to clean our side now from their construction debris. 

Mr. Walker: And I would like to have a brief comment, when they were building 

across from Fiji, across from the outdoor gym I would go down to the lake on the Fiji side, 

which is the other side of the lake and pull out glass, giant pieces of plastic, so one day I 

got 3 or 4 big pieces, 6' to 8' long, and I walked over and I asked the supervisor for the 

construction, I said hi, check this out, it's in the lake. After that, they were more diligent 

about cleaning it up, traditionally you may ask, but they may or may not respond. 

Mr. Hernandez: The last 3 houses that they were building by the lake side, they put 

black plastic to try to hold and made a net to protect it from everything, so that part that I 

can say is that they did try. As I also indicated they were the ones who's constructed the 

entire community, and if anything is still pending to be picked up, it will be picked up. 

Ms. Genther: And I was just going to say, if I may, it's too bad that Lennar waited 

until there were only 3 houses left to help stop the debris form going into the lake. 

Mr. Hernandez: I completely agree. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: So, to close this out I think Luis is going to follow up with Lennar to 

make sure that they're cleaning up any debris that's in the lake that they caused, just to 

clean up and move on. Number two, you're going to follow up with the contractor on the 

fountain permit. 

Mr. Hernandez: Yes, and that one will not be us, we have right now permit #3 and 

#9 and those are the two that we just need to present some documents to get the final 

approval so that we can start construction. Once we have the construction set up, and we 

get to the part with the electrical permit, we will be able to go ahead and present the permit 

for phase 1 and 2. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I understand, my question is about the permit that's pending. 

Mr. Hernandez: That one has already been addressed. 
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Mr. Pawelczyk: Ok, so the other thing which is very important that you do not 

contact contractors directly, the COD has to contact them because that's interfering with 

our contract. If you have a question, please direct it to the manager. 

Mr. Valdes: We have, and as a homeowner we are authorizing it, and we are 

allowed to contact the city because we're checking on you. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Listen, I'm just telling you, and I'm not talking the city, I'm saying 

about our contractor. 

Mr. Valdes: Ok, the contractor, the city has been trying to contact the contractor and 

gave us the information, and told us to contact the COD and we did that and we didn't get 

any response. The only person we got a response from was Mr. Walker over the phone. 

Now the city gave us all the information. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Ok, well they're going to follow up on it, so let's move on, is there 

any other public comment? Yes sir, please state your name for the record and give your 

comment. 

Mr. Alvarez: Yes, my name is Jose Alvarez. I know the front gate flooding thing is 

being addressed, there will be trenches which is hearsay, at our last meeting for our 

homeowners association and some people were still like thinking that it's smoke and 

mirrors, so I told them I would come and see you and see if you guys have a timeline, like it 

was going to be a project for next spring, summer, fall of next year? 

Mr. Hernandez: As soon as George presents his report, that's part of the reason that 

he's today. At the last meeting, you did not attend but he came to present the plans, those 

were already submitted, they have some final comments, and I don't know exactly what 

he's going to say today but, if you just stay a little bit longer, as soon as we jump to his 

subject that will be part of what we are going to present. 

Mr. Alvarez: Yes, I read that last time in the minutes, and I saw that he made a 

presentation. 

Mr. Harris: Which I may ask you, has there been any change in the reduction in the 

water draining out of that area since they cleaned those drains? 

Mr. Alvarez: On Sunday, there was an intense storm at night, and it ponded, 

obviously it wasn't like those May, June storms but it did pond for a while. So, if we get 

another rainfall, even if it's just a severe thunderstorm, it will continue to happen. 
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Mr. Harris: We've had 4 %" of rain that I've measured at my house which is in 

Antillean which is across the street, of course the rain comes sideways, it doesn't all go into 

the rain gauge so it could be more than that, but having had that amount of rain, and if 

you'd seen it, it drains better, but it's not satisfactory but it's not staying for 3 or 4 days, I 

guess is what's happening. So, it needs to be fixed but it's better, that's what I was going 

to ask, thank you. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Any other public comment? 

Mr. Valdes: Yes, on that same comment. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Well, you've already commented. 

Mr. Valdes: No, it's a different subject. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: It doesn't matter, you've already spoke for 3 minutes now. 

Mr. Valdes: The company that fixed the drain a little bit, their heavy equipment is 

destroying a lot of the sidewalk on the COD area, in front of the gate leading to the streets, 

I'm just letting you know that's destroyed, their heavy equipment is right on the sidewalk, 

and they crushed it, so I'm just letting you know. 

Mr. Harris: Ok, I think we should have somebody inspect that. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I think it's important to know for the residents that are here, if you 

have comments like that, and you see something, let the COD know when it happens, you 

don't have to wait for a meeting to bring it up, that's all. Any further public comments? If 

there are none, let's move on to the next item. 

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS Ratification of Small Project 
Agreement with People's Choice 
Pressure Cleaning, Inc. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Item No. 3 on your agenda is ratification of the small project 

agreement with People's Choice, Mr. Hernandez? 

Mr. Hernandez: Yes, People's Choice is the one that pressure washes all the 

sidewalks. Part of what you have is a copy of the document that has already been 

signed by the vendor, signed by the District and by ratifying it, it's just so that it will be 

part of the record for today's meeting. 

Mr. Harris: If I may I have a question, not about them but an impact, because our 

landscaping contractor BrightView has not removed the seed pods and all of the pollen 

pods from the palm trees, all of that is falling on the sidewalks as I experienced 
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yesterday. So, what that will do is stain the sidewalk, if they go and they clean it, and 

those pollen pods are not removed, then it's just going to re-stain the sidewalks 3 weeks 

later. So, it would be my recommendation that the arborists, who we've asked for a long 

time, take and remove all of the seed pods prior to having the pressure washing done 

and save us extra money and time, and safety. 

Mr. Hernandez: It's just a matter of a timetable, it has nothing to do with the 

contract, but I already made a note and as we get to the workshop, I believe that I have 

some ideas of what needs to be done for those landscape items. 

Mr. Harris: Thank you sir. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: And pursuant to this small project agreement, they're not 

supposed to start until November 4th anyway under the agreement, they have to have it 

completed between November 4th and November 26th. 

Mr. Harris: We've been trying for 3 months to get BrightView to get out there. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: And the only other comment I have is that, I think just the agenda 

didn't attach the proposal, so you need to make sure that gets included as the exhibit. 

Mr. Hernandez: Certainly, that will be included. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: But I do know the amount is correct, the compensation amount. 

Mr. Hernandez: Yes. 

Mr. Harris: The proposal was in here. 

Mr. Hernandez: No, what he means is the proposal from them is supposed to be 

attached as an exhibit. 

Mr. Harris: Oh, ok. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: That basically provides more detail as to what they're actually 

pressure cleaning. 

Mr. Hernandez: So, the ratification would be for the inclusion of the entire 

agreement which includes the exhibits. 

Ms. Genther: Do we need to entertain a motion? 

Mr. Hernandez: That would be appropriate, yes. 

On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Mr. Harris with all 
in favor, ratifying the Small Project Agreement with People's 
Choice Pressure Cleaning, Inc. was approved. 
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Mr. Pawelczyk: Ok with that, unless there is anything further on those couple of 

items, we'll go into the workshop section. 

Segment II: Workshop Section 
(At this point the Board went into the workshop section to discuss the following items) 

A. Consideration of the Minutes of the August 9, 2019 and September 13, 2019 
Meetings 

B. Updates on Status of Any Projects and Workshop Items 

Segment Ill: 
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Authorization or Approvals 

Requiring Board Action for Items 
Discussed During Workshop 

A. Approval of the Minutes of the August 9, 2019 and September 13, 2019 
Meetings 

B. Any Other Approvals 
Mr. Pawelczyk: Ok, we'll go ahead and go back into the regular meeting as the 

workshop has concluded. We have two items that require Board action, the first one is the 

approval of the minutes of the August 9, 2019 meeting and the September 13, 2019 

meeting as amended. 

On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Mr. Harris with all 
in favor, the Minutes of the August 9, 2019 and September 13, 
2019 Meetings with the indicated changes as discussed in the 
workshop were approved. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Next on my list, we need a motion to set a special meeting for here 

in the clubhouse for October 28, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. for discussion of District improvements, 

clubhouse renovations, etc. 

On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Genther with all 
in favor, setting a Special Meeting on October 28, 2019 at 
9:00 a.m. at 171 NE 30th Road, Homestead, Florida to 
discussed District improvements and clubhouse renovations 
as discussed in the workshop was approved. 

10 
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Mr. Hernandez: I do need a motion to eliminate the guest policy at least for now. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: And that guest policy is, no guests on the stated holidays that were 

discussed at the workshop. 

On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Mr. Dorcely with all in 
favor, authorizing staff to eliminate the guest policy that is 
currently in place for the stated holidays as discussed in the 
workshop was approved. 

Mr. Hernandez: The last one that I have would be a consideration for the request 

for Paula Villabonna for D-Essentials in excess work in the amount of $650 only if all the 

plans are completed as per Jose. 

On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Mr. Walker with all 
in favor, authorizing an expense in the amount of $650 to 
Paula Villabonna for excess work only if all plans are 
completed as discussed in the workshop was approved. 

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Staff Reports 
Mr. Pawelczyk: Next under staff reports, we'll start with me. 

A. Attorney - Ratification of Quit Claim Deeds for Guardhouse Areas 
Mr. Pawelczyk: First, it actually is really good for me to be here no matter how much 

I joke about it, but Vanessa does apologize she can't be here but she is out of town as you 

may or may not know. The first item I have as the attorney, as you all know we had some 

property issues and we did talk a little bit about the drainage, parcels A and C, Oasis 

Roads, these are the ratification of the quit claim deeds for the guardhouse areas. Really, I 

think this is on here just for agenda purposes because you previously authorized these. 

The two deeds in your agenda, the first deed conveys that one parcel on the roadway back 

to Renaissance Joint Venture, which is the developer. The second deed which was 

recorded immediately thereafter, which you do not need to act on, that's the one where 

Renaissance Joint Venture conveyed it to the Oasis Community Homeowners Association. 

Mr. Walker: Do you know if these have been provided to Sal from Madison? 
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Mr. Pawelczyk: No, that would really be a question for the developer, anybody can 

forward these to him. I know John Marcus I think was the attorney that handled this on 

behalf of the developer. 

Mr. Walker: He is aware of this. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Yes, I think it would be good to provide him with copies, and if 

someone needs us to send them, we can, but it would probably be easier if management 

sent them if you need them. 

Mr. Harris: I hate to ask a question but, can anybody specifically tell us where the 

boundaries end again? 

Ms. Genther: Wasn't it 3' in front of the guardhouses? 

Mr. Hernandez: That's exactly right. 

Mr. Harris: So, it's 3' towards the street? 

Mr. Hernandez: Towards the street, correct. 

Ms. Genther: Toward the main cross street. 

Mr. Harris: Alright, that's all I needed to know. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: This is something that will then show up on George's revised map. 

I don't have anything else to report on the attorney's side unless the Board has any specific 

questions. 

Mr. Walker: I have a comment, I will endeavor to get the Oasis Master to landscape 

the areas behind the guardhouses. 

(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one 
conversation could be heard) 

B. Engineer 
1) Update on Drainage Improvements 
2) Acceptance of 2019 Consulting Engineer's Report 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Hearing nothing further for me, we will go to the engineer, is there 

anything further on the drainage improvements George? 

Mr. Graupera: No, I already talked about the drainage improvements. Also, earlier 

this week on Monday I presented to the District the 2019 Consulting Engineers report. Just 

a little background, this report is required by the trustee on an annual basis. The trustee 

being the bank, just to ensure that a pair of eyes independently checks on the status of the 
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COD owned areas and that they are being properly maintained and in good working order. 

So, every single year I prepare one of these reports where we go out into the community, 

take a look at all the COD owned tracts and areas and not inspect, but observe and report 

on any kind of deficiencies in maintenance or if they are in good working order. So, the 

main areas that are owned by the COD are the lake tracts, the landscaping tracts, the 

roads, the small areas behind some of the communities, the roadways and clubhouse, and 

the entrance features, and again, coming to these monthly meetings I understand how 

much the Board puts a priority on maintenance, very detailed oriented, so this report is 

more not on the day to day items of say picking up palm fronds, it's more just an 

observation from year to year whether the areas are being maintained, they're being 

maintained properly. Also, we do see that there's sufficient funds, and it appears that's 

good looking at the budget, and all the different areas are budgeted appropriately. So, the 

only thing the report will note in way of recommendations, is there are a few control 

structures and these are the outfall pipes for the drainage system that are located within 

the lake tracts, and there's 3 areas where the cement, the grout has chipped off on the 

manhole covers, so it's a potential safety hazard where this manhole cover could be 

moved, and you would have a large hole, like an 8' drop into a bottom of a well full of 

water, so that's a potential safety issue. Again, these are not things that, the report doesn't 

really concern itself with the normal day to day operations of BrightView and palm fronds, 

upon my observations BrightView is maintaining the community as usual. So, I just wanted 

to point out 3 different areas that wouldn't be normally picked up on either a field manager 

or club manager's observations that should be addressed. One of these areas was 

addressed in a previous annual report, and still wasn't taken care of, and this wouldn't be 

something that BrightView or the company that maintains the landscaping, so just 

someone who basically would go and put grout and cement around these to ensure that 

they are safe. 

Ms. Genther: And it would be the District's manager's purview to do that, or the field 

manager, it can come from the GMS side to do that. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: And bring a proposal to you, yes. 

Ms. Genther: Ok. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: So, technically these reports, some Boards ignore them, I 

encourage you to look through it, that's kind of like what George's .is really saying, and say, 
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look Luis, get us proposals for this so you can direct management to get proposals and 

look at these items, like George said, I looked where it says, it's not a high priority item, but 

I think it's certainly something you might want to get done sometime. 

Ms. Genther: We want to get it corrected. 

Mr. Hernandez: Not only that, the main purpose of this is for the investors, there are 

bonds that could be purchased by any qualified investor, so at the time that the trustee 

receives this, they post it, so a potential buyer of the bonds of the COD can understand 

what the condition of the District is. Technically what we do is, as soon as we receive it, 

we go and any notes that they will have, we will fix them. 

Mr. Harris: And you will report back on that for the next meeting so that we know 

that those things were taken care of? 

Mr. Hernandez: We could, certainly I can do that. 

Mr. Harris: Because it's been mentioned before and it hasn't been fixed, so it would 

be nice to have it on the record that it's been corrected, because it is a safety issue. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Well, the record of it getting corrected is when George goes out 

next year and does his report, it's not on there. 

Ms. Genther: You know I kind of agree on that, if it gets corrected. 

Mr. Hernandez: I included a note, you will have the status. 

Ms. Genther: I would like to ask one quick question of George, you said that you 

would look at the finances, if you could explain that. 

Mr. Graupera: Well, just a part of the report, there's 3 different things that concern 

the report, one is to do the inspection report, defining whether the Board is providing 

maintenance currently owned by the District and is maintaining it in good repair and 

working order. Then we also have to give recommendations as to funds estimated 

necessary for the proper maintenance, repair and operation of the District infrastructure, 

and then also recommendations as to insurance to be carried under the provisions of the 

master trust indenture. Again, I'm not an accountant, however, I take a look at the budget 

and also just sitting in on these monthly meetings, the budget does come up for the annual 

review, and based on observations, based on multiple visits, based on these meetings, I 

don't see any need to either make a recommendation as to an increase in a particular 

budget line item, I think that the budgeted items is sufficient, so that's a recommendation. 

Additionally, as far as the insurance, I take a look at the amount of the insurance, and I 
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don't see anything that I would need to recommend that, hey the insurance needs to be 

increased. Again, this report is more for investors and the bank just to point out any kind of 

glaring issues, and I don't see that there's any deficiencies in maintenance or estimated 

funds for maintenance or insurance requirements, so I just wanted to point out a couple of 

things that normally wouldn't get caught by the club manager, the field manager, and 

normal day to day duties. 

Mr. Walker: George, for my education doesn't this engineering report also provide a 

foundation for more affective insurance claims in the event that something occurs? 

Mr. Graupera: No. 

Mr. Hernandez: The main foundation for the engineer's report is so that the 

investors will know that at the time they're buying their bonds, what they're getting 

themselves into. The reason why we're being asked to check what is taking place with the 

operation and maintenance of the District is because in the past there were Districts that 

have nothing, so they have items they are responsible for but it needs to be maintained 

under those, so that's when it was being asked for those investors to know, are we having 

any issues or not. So, as the investor is getting more educated, and keep in mind, a 

person that invests in COD bonds are not the typical investor, and they want to know 

exactly what they're going to be looking for. So at the time they see the amount of risk that 

they're going to be investing, and number two is, how prepared is that COD for the items 

they are responsible for, and part of what they're doing is the check and balances to say, 

yes the management company has to include an amount that makes sense for the amount 

of obligation. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: The incidental benefits to the community itself to make sure that the 

Board sees what needs to be done and acts on it, so there's enough money there, and 

that's an incidental benefit and to Steve's question, or comment, it is an incidental, yes, if 

we have a claim on a particular item, and if we need to back that evidence then George 

can give me affidavit that says, I inspected this and here's a copy of the report, there's no 

reference to this particular item in the report because there was no maintenance needed to 

it, it was in fine condition, so incidentally yes. So, unless there are any comments, we 

would need a motion to accept that report. 

Ms. Genther: Is this report posted on the website? 
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Mr. Hernandez: No, because it's passed on to the trustee, and the trustee sends it 

to different entities that they need to provide the report to. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, then just a point of clarification just so I'm absolutely clear, the 

outfall control structures, say for some reason, those are the concrete things that you see 

going out kind of into the lakes a little bit. 

Mr. Graupera: Well, the part that's actually in the water, the concrete shape, kind of 

like a U-shape slab, that holds the pipe, there's a pipe in there, and that pipe goes back to 

a box, a rectangular box, it's like 16' long, and you'll see those on the lake banks and they 

have two manholes covering them, sticking out. So, it's a rectangular concrete box with 

two manhole covers on it. 

Ms. Genther: That's not in the lake, but it's on the lake bank. 

Mr. Graupera: Right, it's not in the lake, it's on the lake bank, it's within the 

boundaries of the District owned lake tract, but it's in the lake bank, and it's just basically a 

box that connects to the upstream drainage network within these subdivisions. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, and it's kind of at ground level? 

Mr. Graupera: Yes, it's at ground level, it's sometimes raised a couple of inches 

above ground level, and you can see the pictures there, some are flush with the grass, 

some are raised but again, this District is very well maintained, there's no major issues. 

Ms. Genther: Ok. 

Mr. Graupera: I've been to other Districts where those manhole covers have just 

been completely gone, and I have to make phone calls immediately saying this needs to be 

taken care of right now, kids could fall in this hole and it's a pretty deep drop, like 6' to 8' to 

the water level, and who knows what, so again, there's no glaring issues with any 

maintenance of this COD owned infrastructure. 

Ms. Genther: One final question, along this line and I'm going to impress Mike that I 

remembered this, he suggested at one time that we had some future date, some years 

ahead that we might have to do lake bank restoration, would that be something that 

typically would show up in an engineer's report? 

Mr. Graupera: Yes, I also mentioned that there was no observation of any sloping 

destabilization and again, you wouldn't expect it, you couldn't get the destabilization if the 

sod were to be removed, and then you get erosion, as long as you keep doing what you're 

doing, those lake banks should stay at the proper slope for many years. 
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Ms. Genther: Ok. 

Mr. Hernandez: Part of the reason for asking people to remove trees has to do with 

that, it was being at a certain level, and the less that we have to touch it, the more likely the 

structures are going to be acting as they are meant to. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, thank you George. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Do we have a motion to accept the 2019 consulting engineer's 

report? 

On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Genther with all 
in favor, accepting the 2019 Consulting Engineer's Report 
was approved. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Next before we move on with the agenda, I understand we have a 

Sergeant here, if you would state your name for the record and give your report or 

comments. 

Sgt. Agosto: Yes, Sergeant Agosto with the Homestead Police Department. 

Mr. Hernandez: I'm sorry, let me just make a quick comment before you start. As 

the District is aware, one of the concerns has been speed, the traffic, and in an effort to 

assist and elevate that problem, the Board has authorized to have off duty police services 

given at certain times. As of this point the one who has been taking the lead on this is 

Laurie and the community doesn't know it, but she has been investing a lot of time to make 

certain that the times that we pick makes sense with those crucial times of traffic. With that 

being said, she and I have been speaking together and she suggested that it would be 

appropriate to have someone from the police department coming here and presenting what 

issues they are facing, what is the opinions they have after investing some time here and 

express that to the Board, so I don't know if you want to add anything else to it? 

Ms. Weil: No, and basically I just asked him to come and not necessarily give us 

statistics but to give us any other suggestions and where we stand and what the 

community is about and what else we can do to help us in our ultimate goal of not only 

reducing speed and the traffic issues but, also our ultimate goal of trying to get something 

to help protect the outdoor gym pedestrians and bike riders and things like that so people 

can cross the street safely. 
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Mr. Hernandez: Thank you. Alright, if you would please let us know what our 

options are. 

Sgt. Agosto: Yes, as I was speaking with Laurie when I got here, one of the things 

is unfortunately, us as individuals, we're only going to allow to be policed as much as we 

want to be policed. So, just like we experience pretty much everywhere else in the city, we 

can have a presence at a particular location 2, 3, 4, 5 days constantly and the individual 

resident, or person is going to be like, there's the police, we need to slow down, because 

we're going to get pulled over and get a nice ticket, and once we're gone, they kind of start 

to pick up on that pattern, when we're here these days, and then they're not here on these 

days, so they'll start to pick up on that pattern and it's going to go right back to where 

they're going to keep doing it. So, we have had in the past, I know we have put up some 

digital displays signs that had radars on them, and as the vehicles were coming by they 

were going, and we can set it up, or we will set it up at 5 miles over the speed limit or 10 

miles over the speed limit, so for here when we have them here, we have them set up at 

once, the vehicle approaching going 5 miles over the posted speed limit, that sign will start 

to flash, it will tell them what their speed was and usually an update sign that starts to flash, 

kind of catches people's attention, and they'll start to slow down. At this point, we are little 

bit strapped on those to provide one or two for you guys in the community, reference we 

have several events coming up, if you guys are not aware we have that Homestead station 

opening up here in a couple of weeks, so they're going to be tied with that. We have the 

election that's coming up, so we have to put them out for the election, and we have races 

coming but, after all of those events are done, we should be able to probably put on the 

calendar, put it somewhere we can provide a sign for you guys in the community to help 

out for when there is enough. Aside from that, I know there were concerns brought up 

because of the outdoor gym and there were ideas I guess from the Board about putting in 

speed bumps or doing certain things and the county had shut it down. Unfortunately, we 

cannot override the county, so pretty much even within the city, the county is the one that 

runs all of the traffic control devices. They're the ones that dictate where a traffic signal is 

going to go, they're the ones who dictate where stop signs go and the speed limits for the 
' 

roads, they're the ones who dictate all of that. It seems like we have to wait for something 

drastic to happen for the county to take action, and I will tell you this, unfortunately that is 

the way it is. The best example I can tell you is, we had a situation on SW 328th Street 
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and 137th Avenue, and that intersection used to be a two-way stop sign for east and west 

traffic, free flowing for north and south, so people were going 60 or 70 mph, and we've had 

several accidents that were critical injuries and fatalities at that intersection because of the 

traffic control system. It took the county years to finally agree to put a traffic signal there, it 

took numerous requests, they had to get several reports from our department of crashes 

for them to finally say, ok we're going to go ahead and do a traffic study, and just because 

they say yes, it doesn't mean that they will make that determination right away because 

they're going to put it through their system, then they're going to send out to do a traffic 

study, and if the traffic study does not meet the criteria it's done, they will not do anything 

else with it but, you just can't call and they tell you no, and leave it. My suggestion to you 

guys as the Board is, you need to keep calling, and keep harassing them, they do have to 

operate based on engineering reports that meets the standards, the type of road, if it's a 

straight road, if it's a curvature road, how much traffic goes through that road, does is 

warrant to have a type of traffic control, is warranted to have this, so it's a lot of red tape. I 

understand the concerns you guys are having now with this outdoor gym, and wanting to 

have like a crosswalk area, even on my side I would tell you that I don't see the big issue 

with just laying some paint down and identify this area as a crosswalk. There are such 

things as a middle of the road crosswalk area, where we see in different areas, but being 

that it's a public access road, and although the COD maintains it, but just a title of a public 

access road, you're bound by county guidelines. 

Mr. Walker: So, persistence in requests might help us. 

Sgt. Agosto: Persistency and not backing down, yes that might help, they might just 

keep listening to you, and say we've heard this already, they'll give you the politically 

correct answer but, in the long run they may not do anything else about it. Like I said, 

unfortunately, it would take a drastic case, an unfortunate situation to happen for them to 

then say, yes ok I think we need to look into this, but that's just kind of where we're at. 

Ourselves, we have several intersections throughout the city that we would say, we need 

to have a traffic signal there, and I can tell you I've worked several crashes because I'm 

one of the traffic homicide investigators, so I've worked several crashes, and I would say 

yes we need a traffic signal there, but the county doesn't think so, they're not going to put 

it. So, I would definitely say you can continue working the details, I know you wanted to 

maintain the details on it, we can revisit and see some things and maybe we can improve 
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it, we can make it a little bit better. Like I said, after the races, we could probably get you 

guys at least one or two signs. One of the challenges is, this roadway here, with the 

curvature on it, you cannot run radar enforcement when the road is curved, it's a big no, 

no, it has to be a straightaway because the situation is that the way the radar functions if it 

captures the side of the car, and the way it reflects back, it will alter the speed. 

Ms. Genther: Is that common knowledge of people who might be racing around our 

community? I've never heard that before. 

Sgt. Agosto: Not necessarily but, the unfortunate part is this, our equipment has to 

be looked at several times and people kind of already know that. There have been times 

where we pull a vehicle over and they'll ask us, well where is this, and where is that, and 

where's this other thing, why because we're in a different generation, when I was growing 

up, you're in the car with your parents and your Dad said don't look back because a cop 

was behind you, you wouldn't look back, nowadays you say don't look back because 

there's a cop behind you, they're taking videos, and they're doing all kinds of things to you, 

and the minute we walk up to the car, they ask, well why are you stopping me for this, why 

are you doing this, well I need to see this and I need to see that, and you know what, you 

want to see all that, you go to court, I don't need to provide you that right here but, you may 

come to the point where some people may know that because some of that stuff is 

information that you can find on the internet, you can just Google techniques on how to do 

this, and they can do it. 

Ms. Weil: Wait, don't tell the public. 

Sgt. Agosto: I don't have to tell them, they already know that. 

Mr. Harris: Two of the streets that might make sense if you need a straightaway is, 

a lot of the people who come through these communities go out on to 14 7th or 152nd. 

Sgt. Agosto: 147th is one of our big targets. 

Mr. Harris: Yes, I can tell you because I live just the other side of the outside gym 

and I hear them come through here fairly clearly, but once they hit that stop sign, it's pedal 

to the metal until they get to the next stop sign. 

Sgt. Agosto: Yes, and 147th is one of our targets, when our guys do come out here 

to work, or even during our regular tour of duty, they come out to do enforcement, that is 

one of our target areas because we already know the issue there, and then they also work 

part of Mediterranean all the way around in the community, and that's one of the other 
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things, you have certain times like 4:30 in the morning there might be one guy that goes 

speeding through the road. So, it would make no sense to have an officer working those 

hours because you're going to get the one guy, and let's say it goes from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 

p.m. or 3:00 to 7:00 and you're going to be able to get yourselves 25, 30 or 40 people are 

going to be coming through, and you're going to have a higher impact on that but, 

ultimately at the end of the day the human factor kind of dictates. 

Mr. Harris: Well, let me tell you from observation, and thanks because I've seen the 

people slow down significantly here, especially the ones that you've already ticketed, 

they're telling their parents or their insurance company. 

Sgt. Agosto: Right, they don't like that, especially the points and everything, and as 

long as that's working, that's good, that's what we want to hear. One of the other things 

that you guys, if the county is not allowing you to do speed bumps, and they're not allowing 

you to do all kinds of things, you can, and obviously from your legal side it's something that 

you will have to look into, but there are companies that provide equipment. I can tell you 

for one stalker, and a lot of us we use stalker radars, so like my car has stalker radar, and 

they have these signs, they basically look like a speed sign, so it's just like a regular plain 

old speed limit sign, but it has a digital display on it, and it will go off if it detects the high 

speeds. It's a small sign, it looks like a regular speed limit sign, it's not like the big trailers 

that we put out here, nothing like that, so it's just going to look like a regular speed limit 

sign. Decoy police cars, I will tell you they are about as ineffective as not having anything 

out there because the minute that decoy police car is in that spot, and everybody knows, 

yes that's the fake car, that's the end of the car, they're just going to go right by it, because 

I'll tell you right now, if you've seen our fleet of cars, you know that pretty much all of our 

officers are in Chargers, they won't put a Charger out here to do as a decoy, they're going 

to put an old Crown Victoria and it's going to look kind of faded, and after it sits there for a 

couple of days, everybody knows, yes that's the decoy, empty car, they even did that up in 

my area where I live at by the Tag Agency, they decided to put a FHP vehicle there, and 

just walking up to it people know, yes that's a fake car because they can see the car has 

not been moved, there's stuff all over the car, because our cars have to be cleaned and 

everything like that but, that's an option, and stalker radars, you guys can go on to the 

website and you can see what kind of equipment they have and kind of look into that, that 

could be something that you guys as a community can actually look into. 
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(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one 
conversation could be heard) 

Sgt. Agosto: So that's kind of where we're at and we'll revisit some other things and 

so how else we can try to improve things but I'm glad that things are working. 

Ms. Genther: Yes, it's been getting very positive feedback. 

Sgt. Agosto: Good. 

Mr. Walker: Alright, do we have anything else for the Sergeant so he can get back 

to work? Thank you very much. 

Sgt. Agosto: You're very welcome. 

Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much. 

Sgt. Agosto: You're welcome, you guys have a good day. 

C. Club Manager - Monthly Report 
Mr. Pawelczyk: Moving on with the agenda, I believe it's Alex's turn. 

Ms. Garcia: So, reporting-wise, my most important thing is the splash pad, it is 

working, it's just not turning on and off on its own. So, I will be working with Blue Magic 

and World Wide Pools to get not a permanent solution but a manual solution to where the 

staff can turn it on when requested and turn it off when it's not being used. 

(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one 
conversation could be heard) 

Mr. Hernandez: You have a computer that controls the timer that you use, and that 

controls the pump, and right now they only know the problem is at the bottom, and they're 

just trying to replace it with the warranty so the District doesn't spend any funds. The steps 

they have taken so far is that if you manually switch them on to work, but it will not be until 

we get the electronic part to replace it that everything should go back as it was intended. 

Right now, manually you are able to turn it off and on, but you need to physically manually 

go and move I believe it's 3 parts so that it will work. When in the past, you would just set 

a timer and that way it would work. 

Ms. Genther: I have a question on the top of the splash pad, there had been an 

issue with the flooring turning people's feet blue? 
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Mr. Hernandez: At the last meeting the part that I was expressing to the Board is 

that we were having that problem with the flooring, and part of the concern was that I was 

going back to the vendor asking the vendor to revise that flooring because it was still under 

warranty, and we were successful in getting the vendor to come remove the old flooring, 

install the new flooring with no extra cost to the District but, at the same time, it created 

other issues that we have been dealing with but at least now no one is getting any blue feet 

from getting into the splash pad, so it is working. 

Mr. Harris: But that's why we use certain vendors that are reliable so that you can 

get those kinds of services done. 

Mr. Hernandez: We do our best. 

Ms. Genther: And I agree with what Ray said, about using reliable vendors. 

Ms. Garcia: So, report-wise that's all I have, so any questions I would be happy to 

answer them. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, quick question. Roberts Aluminum? 

Ms. Garcia: Ok, we're getting into that. So, moving on to the first quote which is 

#6935 it comes out to $6,301 and this is to repair the existing pool furniture that we have. 

So, on your left is quote #6935 for $6,301 is for repairing the existing pool furniture, as 

compared to quote #6936 for $13,299.10 is to purchase new pool furniture. 

Mr. Walker: All new or replacing broken ones with new? 

Ms. Garcia: Not all new, just to match the ones that we have. 

Mr. Harris: Using the same quantity. 

Ms. Genther: Is it the same design? 

Ms. Garcia: They will all be the same design. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, because that was something that I wasn't sure. 

(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one 
conversation could be heard) 

Mr. Hernandez: The part that I can say is with this vendor, whenever he does 

repairs, the repairs are almost as good as a brand new item. 

Mr. Harris: So as long as it's not structurally bent or something like that? 
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Mr. Hernandez: If Robert says he can fix it, it's because he knows that the structure 

of the chair or table is still enough, if not he would be the first one letting you know that you 

need to replace it. 

Mr. Harris: Which goes back to what I said before about the splash pad, having the 

right vendors. 

Mr. Hernandez: And they have at this point in the South Florida area the highest 

expectation that I know of. 

Ms. Genther: I don't think we've ever used anyone but Roberts. 

Mr. Hernandez: That's exactly correct, in all of my Districts that's the company that I 

use. They are not the cheapest ones you can get, other companies can do it for a little bit 

less but he uses the best materials. 

Ms. Genther: Well concerning the fact of what Luis just said about Roberts 

Aluminum being able to do the repair work is almost as good as new, I would suggest we 

go with quote #6935 for $6,301. 

Mr. Hernandez: And one of the items that I will be discussing with Alex later is that 

basically what I'd like to do is have kind of an inventory of all the chairs so that we know 

when something has been fixed and if it's repeating the same items that need to be fixed it 

would probably be time for the item to be replaced, but as of this point yet, I believe that 

we're still at the stage that we can repair them but let's have some sort of marking so that 

we can keep track of what is happening specifically. 

Ms. Genther: And that would be a savings of $7,000 compared to replacing with 

new furniture. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Does the Board want to take action on this item? 

Ms. Genther: I will make a motion that we go with quote #6935. 

On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in 
favor, accepting proposal #6935 in the amount of $6,301 to 
repair the pool furniture was approved. 

Mr. Harris: Moving on. 

Ms. Garcia: So, the next 3 pages will be the 3 different areas, the 3 different beds 

on the front of the clubhouse, the parking lot area. 
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(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one 
conversation could be heard) 

Ms. Genther: The first one is the entrance, is that correct? 

Ms. Garcia: Correct. 

Mr. Walker: Where's the one between where you would park, and where everybody 

walks in? 

Ms. Garcia: So, what will happen is the entrance, the median that's in the front 

entrance, that would also look for the separation between the clubhouse and the parking 

area. 

Mr. Walker: Ok, I still want to make sure I understand, I park my car, and most 

people walk right through the bromeliads, is that being fixed? 

Ms. Garcia: If you look at the first page, it's filling in that area, it's not the same area 

that we're talking about but it's going to be the same design in that area. 

Mr. Walker: Same look, ok. 

Ms. Garcia: So, it will be filling that area into the point where they're not going to 

want to walk on it, they're going to want to walk around it. 

Mr. Walker: Ok, and what about historically we put a little yellow string? 

Mr. Harris: We would take the string out, we had talked before, first off, there's 

some of those bromeliads on the corner between these two islands that have been missing 

for some time in fact, they probably either blew away, fell away or whatever because 

people walked on them, and they broke them off, and they could have replanted them, but 

they never did, so they died. So, there's a section there that used to have bromeliads put 

back in as part of this whole thing and then putting these lovely impatients around them. 

The question Steve had mentioned is that doesn't stop anybody from destroying this lovely 

landscaping feature and Susie had mentioned this 6,000 times about putting some sort of 

barrier, some nice little fencing or something, but I had another idea which didn't work, but 

some sort of fencing to detract people from walking there and it would have to be more 

than 2" or 3" but some landscaping feature that would be attractive but would defer people 

from walking through the landscaping that's always destroying it. 

Ms. Genther: And I think one thing too, I had suggested at one point maybe just 

string some little tiny fairy lights. 

Mr. Harris: Right, and we had talked about a number of options. 
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Ms. Genther: Because impatients are not going to last, I would say that. 

Mr. Harris: Well since we're dealing with the world's largest landscaping company 

they might have some ideas. 

Mr. Hernandez: I remember discussing this with Alex, part of what I was saying is 

that sometimes, and it's only Luis Hernandez's thinking, it makes more sense to do what 

the people are doing, instead of trying to block that area what you're trying to improve, so 

why not go ahead and make the landscaping that we have, but leaving some area that you 

can walk through and put some specific steps to that people can walk on and now you're 

basically guiding them as to where to come and walk through. 

Mr. Walker: That's a good idea. 

Mr. Harris: Yes. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I think, when I drove in today and I've haven't been here for like a 

year or so, but I think it looks really nice, with the bromeliads, I mean compared to what it 

looked like a year ago, I think it looks really good, and I wouldn't want you to take that out if 

you don't have to. 

Mr. Hernandez: But those areas that are being damaged, just go ahead and make 

them steps because the thing is that people already have that habit so if you just guide 

them and just give them an area to walk on then they will be able to get through, and it will 

be easier for club staff to go ahead and ask them, why don't you come through those 

areas, and kind of walk them through the process so that it will be easy for anyone. Reality 

being said, for some reason people just want to use the straight line process, rather than 

walking around, so sometimes it's easier just go with that. 

Ms. Genther: I know that I'm on the record but I have seen people literally cross 

right where the little sign is that says, please don't walk on the landscaping, and this is 

where I am on the record, and I realize that, I want to ask them, excuse me, can you read, 

and I don't, but I know I said it but they don't care. 

Mr. Harris: Their minds are somewhere else and they don't care. 

Ms. Genther: But anyway, that's my point, and Alex we have annuals in there, 

we've had impatients over there before, and they just got trampled on, it's a nice idea but I 

think that Luis might have a better suggestion. 

Ms. Garcia: So maybe if I could come back next month with the idea of the walkway 

and then we can revisit this again. 
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Mr. Pawelczyk: I think in reality, I think the question is, whether you put two 

walkways, because it's a big area and it's like the crosswalk phenomenon, you don't 

understand why that person isn't walking 1 O' down to use the crosswalk, instead of 

jaywalking across the street. 

Ms. Genther: And then they get hit by a car. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Right, so that's really the question you might want to look at to 

incorporate that landscaping in there. 

(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one 
conversation could be heard) 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Does anybody have anything else for Alex? Susie? 

Mr. Hernandez: Based on that, we will come back with suggestions. 

Ms. Genther: Thank you. We had talked about a task checklist for the staff for the 

morning shift and the evening shift, ok perfect. 

Ms. Garcia: It's at the front desk whenever you want to see it, just ask for it. 

Ms. Genther: I just wanted to be sure that it had actually been created. 

Ms. Garcia: And every month it's scanned it and it's saved in the desktop as well. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, good. 

Mr. Hernandez: Why don't you put it as part of your report? 

Ms. Garcia: Ok. 

Ms. Genther: Again, there is a grapevine in the community, I have heard rumors 

that it has been suggested that some people are going to have their access to the facility 

restricted and not just to the facility but also to the parking lot and I just want to put the 

reminder out there that this is a public facility. I have heard that the porter, because the 

porter is no longer servicing the clubhouse will no longer be permitted to eat lunch on the 

clubhouse property, come and use the bathrooms, and/or use the vending machines, it's 

out there in the community, I'm just mentioning it, and making the reminder that we are a 

public facility, I'm just making a statement. 

Mr. Walker: Susie that's not true. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, well then it's not true, I'm just making the reminder that it is a 

public facility, and then the other thing I'd like to know, what happened with Ziggy? 
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Ms. Garcia: Ziggy decided to leave on his own, he feels that as a front desk 

attendant he should only be at the front, not doing things outside. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, but in case anyone doesn't know, Ziggy is no longer with us. 

That brings up a point that we have discussed in the past about the turnover rate, so now 

the only person who's here that was here when you started is Isiah. 

Ms. Garcia: Yes. 

Ms. Genther: So, we have a huge turnover rate, so I'm just making that point. 

Finally, on a nice note, I really like those tall ceramic planters that are on either side of the 

steps coming in, that looks really nice. 

Ms. Garcia: Yes. 

Ms. Genther: So those look really nice, and I did want to say that. I'm done. 

Mr. Hernandez: Perfect. Any other items for Alex? 

Ms. Weil: I'm good. 

Mr. Walker: I do have a question. Alex, I know we've talked about it, you and I, the 

response time for the gym maintenance company, as you know, you're frustrated you told 

me, what are your thoughts on that? Are you looking at new vendors? 

Ms. Garcia: I think that's something that I would have to further discuss with Luis, 

just because vendor-wise I can't just leave them like that but, what I have done is I've 

reached out to company and I've let them know to please let me know when they're on 

property so that I'm here and I can do walk throughs with them and I can make sure that 

they're doing their services that they're supposed to be doing. 

Mr. Walker: And that may help us get a better response. 

Ms. Garcia: It might help, yes, and they were still on board, and they have my 

personal contact and they'll be able to reach me whenever they're here. 

Mr. Walker: And what about the speed of replacement? 

Ms. Garcia: Right now, it's falls on ordering parts, so if it takes a week, or if it takes 

two weeks for those parts to get to them, it's going to take them two weeks for them to fix 

it. 

Mr. Walker: Ok, so specifically the arm curls, were there parts involved or was it just 

resurfacing the cushioning? 

Ms. Garcia: No, that was just resurfacing, that was upholstering the cushion itself, it 

had nothing to do with the machine. 
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Mr. Walker: Right, that's what I thought, that, and it might be there's no logical 

reason that it's going to take 3 weeks. 

Ms. Garcia: Ok. 

Mr. Harris: The structural integrity of the replacement part that they were doing, plus 

they have not used quality materials in replacing stuff. My personal suggestion is for as 

many things as we can do with vendors that are local, that we should try to do that 

because if you have somebody coming from North Miami down here to do something it 

takes a lot longer than somebody who is on Krome Avenue. I have given Alex a 

recommendation for somebody for the upholstery side because we had talked about that 

before that there was once a company who would come and do the upholstering here 

onsite, but if you take that piece of equipment and that one pad that fits on the top of the 

curl machine, you can't use it, and when they put it back on, I personally, I went to use the 

curling machine, the thing was half hanging on the frame. So, when I went over to it and I 

looked at it, and one of the bolts was missing, and the other bolt was loose, so I wiggled 

the thing and took the bolt out, they never installed it properly. Now, if it wasn't installed 

properly and the bolt fell out, or they only had one bolt and they put that bolt in and then 

with people using it, made it loosen, they never even bothered to install it properly. The 

other thing is, they didn't put a new pad on it, what they did is they took a sleeve, they 

made a sleeve instead of reupholstering the whole thing, they put a cover over it but I'm 

sure they charged you for new covering, so there are other companies around. 

Mr. Hernandez: In order to achieve some sort of efficiency in the meeting, the part 

that needs to be said is that the contract that we have with the vendor has a 30 day 

termination clause, whatever needs to be done on the administrative side will be taken, let 

us know of any other issues of their provided services so that we can address those. 

Mr. Walker: Ok. 

Mr. Harris: And Steve has addressed that, and wanted to tell you about the lack of 

quality of the installation. 

Mr. Hernandez: Ok. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Maybe Alex also could tie into her company ties to see if there's a 

vendor also. 
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Mr. Hernandez: Well, when you were not here, I made an offer that she was going 

to be talking to you about other companies that they're using, so I don't know if that 

happened. 

Ms. Garcia: Ok, I'll go ahead and follow up with that. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: See who you have experience with and discuss it with Luis and 

bring it back to the Board. 

Mr. Hernandez: Are there any other questions for Alex? 

Mr. Walker: No. 

Mr. Harris: The facility itself has been maintained in a clean manner better than I've 

seen in the past, things are put away, and lined up properly which we were having a 

problem with, so I commend you for that, plus the new decorations you put on the front, 

those new tall pots with the plantings in it adds a little class to the entranceway coming in. 

The general cleanup of the parking lot looks great so people are listening to you, doing 

things, so thank you, that's my comment. 

D. Field Manager 
1) Monthly Report 
2) Ratification of Hurricane Preparedness Costs as per Agreement from 

BrightView 
Mr. Hernandez: Moving on to field manager, you have the final report that Chris has 

prepared for us, he has also included a calendar for the days where BrightView is going to 

be providing services. Any other particular items and matters that have been taken up by 

BrightView has been presented with this one. The services that have been provided for 

the different lakes and when those will be serviced. At the same time, they have included 

their reports that we received from Cliff Berry as they did provide services to each one of 

the different subdivisions. The only item that I have for the field manager that would 

require any type of action from the Board is, as per the hurricane preparedness that we 

have established with BrightView. Whenever you have an event, and I'm moving to the 

item that is right after the empty tab in that section, we have the work that has already 

been authorized, it has been done, but prior to authorizing it and finalizing it, I chose to 

include it as part of the report, just to keep everybody informed. The last hurricane event 

that we had, part the of problem that we faced was that the vendor did not have onsite all 

the required needed material, what was requested and was put as part of the agreement is 
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that whenever we have an event that is imminent that is going to potentially occur, what 

they will do is they will rent that equipment and it will be delivered prior to the event so that 

if anything happens the community will be ready. 

Ms. Genther: So, it's onsite. 

Mr. Hernandez: In my eyes it's the cost of being ready, so the District has spent 

$2,395, we were ready, and luckily for us nothing happened but at least it's a way to prove 

and show not only the Supervisors, but the community that the District has expended that 

amount and was ready if anything were to happen. 

Ms. Genther: And taken proactive steps. 

Mr. Hernandez: Correct. 

Mr. Walker: So, 5 additional backhoes were on onsite in the event the storm were 

to come in. 

Ms. Weil: Well, one backhoe for 5 days. 

Mr. Walker: Ok. 

Mr. Harris: Yes. 

Mr. Hernandez: With that being said, it would be appropriate at this point to have the 

Board ratify this proposal for extra work, proposal #7024947 and the total price is $2,395. 

On MOTION by Ms. Weil seconded by Ms. Genther with all in 
favor, ratifying the hurricane preparedness costs as per the 
agreement from BrightView proposal #7024947 in the amount 
of $2,395 was approved. 

Mr. Hernandez: I have nothing else to report for the field manager. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Does anybody have any questions for Luis? 

Ms. Genther: I have field report things. 

Mr. Hernandez: Sure. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Go ahead. 

Ms. Genther: I'll try to make them quick. The status behind Al's property, it's 

basically good now right? 

Mr. Hernandez: The portion that needed to be done, is being done, the part that is 

pending, it's. just pending, a letter was sent at the beginning of this week with specific 

addresses, we're giving them a 15 day timeframe before we go back. My thinking is that 
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Chris is going to be visiting those properties before we have the vendor coming to finalize 

those. 

Ms. Genther: Ok. 

Mr. Harris: Which would include this one house that the guy has a soccer net that's 

half covered with trash, it's never been used for "X" number of years, that would be part of 

the removal too? 

Mr. Hernandez: Yes. 

Mr. Harris: Ok, and the guy with the pool debris? 

Mr. Hernandez: Yes. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, I wanted to have this put on the record, there was a discussion at 

the September 13th meeting about Vince not being licensed to mix fertilizers, that's 

actually not true, he's licensed now through BrightView but also through the State of 

Florida as a farmer, so I just wanted that on the record, that he was not doing anything 

illegal, and also Steve had asked him, in that same discussion, had the annuals declined, 

and we saw a rapid decline in our annuals this year, they were good one day and then like 

two days later they were just really bad, so I don't know what happened. I'm not qualified 

to discuss it, I'm just saying that they did decline kind of quickly. Ok, Belize is asking for, 

the HOA has approached me, the want a tree in their entrance, and if you recall a tree 

went down, the tree that was in the median went down with Hurricane Irma, we waited 

because the cameras, and the existing HOA president at the time said please wait until we 

finish the gate project, and all of that. They would like a tree, so I'm putting that out there, I 

also had asked that we not plant seagrape trees to replace the trees that we going to 

hopefully, that the city will allow us to take out behind the Martinique community, and it had 

been suggested that seagrape trees be planted. I had asked, well maybe not seagrape, 

and I was under the impression that the city had a list of like 8 or 9 trees that we could 

choose from, Chris sent me a copy and he actually made a copy, this is 11 pages long of 

the types of trees that we can use to replace, so I do not have a proposal to present from 

my perspective as to what kind of tree to put in. I don't have that today but, one thing to 

consider is that whatever we choose could perhaps be the tree in front of Belize, one of the 

places where we could plant one in front of Belize. On one of the drives Rusty was along, 

and he was giving a report and he was talking about how he was following forestry 

practices, he was marking trees that needed to be attended to for some reason by putting 
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a little aluminum tab and nailing a nail into the tree, I'm concerned, even if it's forestry 

practices, I'm concerned about putting nail holes into our trees, I think it's an entranceway 

for, because these are not permanent markers that are going on the trees, so they will 

come out, they're there for the purpose of identification, they need attention, and once the 

attention has been addressed the marker should come out but, that would leave a hole for 

insects, disease, things like that would get into the trees, so I'm a little concerned about 

that, and I just wanted to express it. A happy point, on one of the Eco Blue reports had 

reported that bass and tilapia in our retention ponds, and it was just real nice to see not just 

bass but also the tilapia in there, and that's it on the field manager. 

Mr. Hernandez: Alright. Going back to the Belize tree, do you have an amount that 

you want to approve of a not to exceed amount, so that we don't need to come back to the 

Board? I believe that at the end of the day the Board really doesn't care much as to what 

type of tree it is, but price may be something else, it may be something that we can do at 

this point, or we do we need to wait until next month? 

Ms. Genther: I don't have any guidance to provide, that tree replacement would 

have been in the same type of category as when we did other hurricane damaged 

replacements, so I don't recall how that was calculated, and I don't know that we have an 

"X" set amount of money for a tree, for a particular entrance. 

Mr. Hernandez: Then just leave it for the next meeting. 

Ms. Genther: But what I expressed to the Board member who approached, I said 

that, but I would bring it up at the meeting. 

Mr. Hernandez: And I received an email from Belize HOA yesterday making that 

request. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, I had suggested that too so good. 

Mr. Hernandez: Yes, they did send it. 

Ms. Genther: Ok, that's it on the field report. 

Mr. Hernandez: Are there any other questions? 

Mr. Harris: No sir. 

E. CDD Manager 
Mr. Hernandez: As for the manager's report, I have nothing to report. 
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SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Financial Reports 
A. Approval of Check Run Summary 
B. Balance Sheet and Income Statement 
Mr. Walker: Are we entertaining a motion? 

Mr. Pawelczyk: For approval of the check run summary, balance sheet and income 

statement. Do we have a motion to approve the check run summary, or any questions? 

On MOTION by Mr. Walker seconded by Ms. Weil with all in 
favor, the Check Run Summary and the Balance Sheet and 
Income Statement were approved. 

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Supervisors Requests 
A. Discussion on Landscaping and Trash Can Debris 
Mr. Pawelczyk: Next we have Supervisors Requests, the first item is discussion on 

landscaping and trash can debris, I think you've already address that. 

Mr. Hernandez: Mr. Harris. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: And Ray is going to further address that. 

Mr. Harris: I already addressed that item. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Ok, moving on to Supervisors comments, we'll start with Susie. 

Ms. Genther: Well, I have learned I would like to make 3 clarifications in the 

minutes that are not what was actually said at the meeting, but I think it's fair to clarify, in 

the August 9th minutes on page 3, a statement was made that I was questioning the drain 

cleaning company Allstate, that I was questioning their integrity and their reports, the 

veracity of their reports, and in no way, shape or form was I doing that, so I want that on 

the record. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Now, is Allstate the lake management company? 

Ms. Genther: It was a private company. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Allstate did a drain cleaning as well, just making sure for clarity. 

Ms. Genther: They were hired by one of the pods, and the report was that while 

their report told their HOA that it was this and that, and I was just saying that well maybe 

there's something else going on with the drains, and she said well you're attacking their 

integrity, and it wasn't that, I was suggesting that maybe there had been a tree root or 

something or other, but I wanted to make that clear on the record, I was not making a 

negative remark about the company at all, I know nothing about the company. Also, in the 
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August 9th minutes on page 20, Mr. Harris was speaking and he was referring to the berm, 

and that should be the "swale", there's a difference between what the berm is and the 

swale is, and in fact a man had been explaining from the master association, and who was 

getting what part of the property and it was an important distinction. Then finally in the 

August 9th minutes about halfway down, Mr. Hernandez makes a statement, and this is, 

the previous one Mr. Harris' remark is a correction, I have a clarification, August 9th 

minutes, page 42 about halfway down, Mr. Hernandez was speaking about the possibility 

of an outdoor table by the eucalyptus tree behind the clubhouse and the quote is, "they're 

going to be coming on her side" and I just think it should be clarified that I believe Luis was 

referring to Alex, that it had to do with cleaning up out there, and it's going to be coming 

onto Alex's side, so I just wanted that clarification. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Ok, perfect. Anything else? 

Ms. Genther: I'm done. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Steve, anything for Supervisors requests? 

Mr. Walker: No thank you, I'm good. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Wonderful. Laurie? 

Ms. Weil: No, I'm good. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Ray? 

Mr. Harris: I think I'm done. 

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Adjournment 
Mr. Pawelczyk: Now we're looking for that motion to adjourn the meeting, Steve. 

On MOTION by Mr. Walker seconded by Ms. Weil with all in 
favor the meeting was adjourned. 

Secretary I Assistant Secretary Chairman I Vice Chairman 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
EAST HOMESTEAD 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

A special meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the East Homestead Community 

Development District was held Monday, October 28, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. at the Oasis 

Community Clubhouse, 171 NE 30 Road, Homestead, FL 33033 

Present and constituting a quorum were: 

Susan Genther 
Laurie Weil 
Raymond Harris 
Stephen Walker 

Also present were: 

Luis Hernandez 
George Graupera 
Jose Viana 

Chairman 
Vice Chairman 
Assistant Secretary 
Assistant Secretary 

District Manager 
District Engineer 
Ford Engineer Company 

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance 
Mr. Hernandez called the roll and stated we have a quorum, and the Pledge of 

Allegiance was recited by all who attended the meeting. 

Segment I: Workshop Section 
(At this point the Board went into the workshop section to discuss the following items) 

A. Discussion of District Projects - Jose Viana will describe Clubhouse 
Improvements as per Last Set of Plans 

Segment II: 
THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS Authorization or Approvals 

Requiring Board Action for Items 
Discussed During Workshop 

Mr. Hernandez: Coming back on the public record, and not needing to take any 

actions from the workshop, there was specific direction that has been given to staff, and 
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staff will be working on those items and coming back to report on those at the November 

8th meeting. 

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Adjournment 
Mr. Hernandez: So, unless anyone has any other public matters to discuss at this 

point, a motion to adjourn the meeting would be in order. 

On MOTION by Ms. Weil seconded by Mr. Harris with all in 
favor the meeting was adjourned. 

Secretary I Assistant Secretary Chairman I Vice Chairman 
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RESOLUTION 20_-

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE EAST 
HOMESTEAD COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT AMENDING, 
MODIFYING, AND REVISING THE CLUB OASIS RULES AND 
REGULATIONS TO AMEND SECTION 1.3, ENTITLED "ANNUAL 
MEMBERS"; AUTHORIZING DISTRICT STAFF TO TAKE CERTAIN 
ACTIONS CONSISTENT WITH THE ADOPTION OF AMENDED CLUB 
RULES; AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE. 

WHEREAS, the East Homestead Community Development District (the "District") is a 
local unit of special purpose government created and existing pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida 
Statutes, being situated in the City of Homestead, Florida; 

WHEREAS, the District owns and operates certain clubhouse and recreational amenity 
facilities within the District located on Tract C, Corsica at Oasis Plat, as recorded at Plat Book 
164, Page 91, of the public records of Miami-Dade County, Florida (the "Club"); 

WHEREAS, the District has previously adopted pursuant to applicable Florida law, the 
Club Oasis Rules and Regulations, last amended by the District Board of Supervisors, and after a 
public hearing regarding the same, on July 13, 2018; 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 190.011, Florida Statutes, the District is authorized to 
adopt and modify rules, regulations, and rates pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 120, Florida 
Statutes, prescribing the conduct of the business of the District; 

WHEREAS, the District has complied with the provisions of Chapter 120 and Section 
190.035, and has conducted a public hearing to address certain amendments to the Club Rules 
and such other related rules and policies as may be necessary to better define and regulate the use 
of Club, as contemplated herein; and 

WHEREAS, after a public hearing on the proposed amendments to the Club Rules, the 
Board of Supervisors finds it to be in the best interest of the District, the residents and property 
owners of Oasis, and the members of Club Oasis to adopt the rule amendments set forth in this 
Resolution. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
OF THE EAST HOMESTEAD COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, THAT: 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby incorporated as the findings of fact of 
the District Board of Supervisors. 

Section 2. 
amended, as follows: 

Section 1.3 of the Club Rules, entitled "Annual Members" is hereby 

1.3 Annual Members. Annual Memberships shall run from the date of 
acceptance of an application for membership by the District Manager until the end 



of the Club fiscal year, September 30. Annual Membership renewals shall run 
from the beginning of the renewal Club fiscal year, October 1, to September 30 of 
the succeeding year. Annual Dues shall be payable by the Annual Member in 
advance of the Club fiscal year, along with any prorated amount of dues owed for 
applications accepted during any portion of the current fiscal year. The Annual 
User Fee for membership is to be determined annually by the East Homestead 
Community Development District Board of Supervisors. This fee will permit the 
use of all Club Facilities for the portion of the fiscal year based on the payment 
and membership acceptance date. Each subsequent renewal shall be paid in full 
by October 1st of each year. Such fee may be increased, by action of the Board of 
Supervisors, to reflect increased costs of operation of the amenity facilities. The 
use of the Amenity Facility is not available for commercial purposes. 

Section 3. District Counsel is hereby directed to produce amended/updated 
versions of the Club Oasis Rules and Regulations implementing the changes set forth in 
the Resolution, and is further directed to forward the amended Club Oasis Rules and 
Regulations to the District Manager to be included in the Official Records of Proceeding 
of the District. 

Section 4. 
this Resolution. 

The District Manager is hereby directed to take all actions consistent with 

Section 5. All Resolutions or parts of Resolutions in conflict herewith are hereby 
repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

Section 6. If any clause, section or other part or application of this Resolution is held 
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be unconstitutional or invalid, in part or as applied, it shall 
not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of this Resolution. 

Section 7. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon adoption. 

PASSED AND ADOPTED, after a public hearing on the same and in a public meeting 
of the Board of Supervisors of the East Homestead Community Development District, this __ 
day of , 20 __ . 

Attest: 

Print: 
Secretary/ Assistant Secretary 

EAST HOMESTEAD COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

Print: 
Chair 
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M aintenance/Repaires I 
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Date Location Stat1a Description Updates 

I 

Daily Clubhouse Comp ete Porter is required to do the following Porter fllls in weekly reports 

' • Open umbrellas and provides them to 

• Sweep pool area management at the end of 

• Pick up trash in pool and each week. 

I 
parking area 

• Take out trash 

I • Clean outside windows 

In cidents 
-

Date Location Description Status 

NIA 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

i 

! 
! 
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East Homestead Comm unity Development District 

l 
i 
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Club Manager Pool 1\1 aintenance Service Report 

Date 
10/28/2019 

l~tcident 
PresstH·e cleaning by 
Peo~~e's Choice. 

Area was closed for 4 
I 
I hours. 
I 

i 
I 

Malfunction or Tech~ 1cal Problems 

None to report 

I 

i 

i 
l 
I 

I 

Location 
Pool Area 

Details 
Due to the chemicals that 

were being used in the area, it 
was best for the area to be 

closed until pressure cleaning 
was done. Pool was reopened, 

after 4 hours. 

--- ------- - ------ -----
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES 

Ot{ ('10 ~ '. ()(? ~<Y\. S.( S f C.. f.1 I C...~ Ot=' ~ooL llQe,~ COMMENTS INITIALS 

Cli:( 10 fo' \QJ l\.Vl c.of:t=:e... 
1 

lV "L I< "-Ui0 0 &._ fl Oo (__ IA~e/l... . S L. 
l?'ll ~o 1 : e; o t\. t'\. 0¥-c;,., O\J • 7-c ~ r- v t. t\J ' ~, <-e_ p oo L l\i:UJ. 'i)c.__ 

CJC\ ho 7-: ICl ~·V...... +-0e.t.J Cl t0 :(c-~c.c.u'l. ( t 9L 

0
q( 'JO 1 Z- '. oo FM p,,_,.,+ ""'"ch ,., IFit<"u "' F c... H . s c.-

o 'l h o. J : _1:9'9 ('"\. . f-' ~ (._ k. u <P "(,<_. GI Al'. li.A"j e._ ~ 11.N !<ld C- . f{ . <;; c... 
OC//f5D/ l'f :z.: .s~PY""' ~vi.Jr Co~ t':... n-vv -- ·· - · . _ . _ <S c_.. 
O"l/3o}l9 3:.;to ~ C.. ,C01 5/S , CL- =r <=p.._e-- ----::__ 

0'7/.3p/J-r lf.'!!11> F M 1 081 SIS . TC 
0 9/!RjlCf 5 :::;s Cf31 Ff-11 s l-.S ' W/C., ·- ~o wcJ(( :µv-e~vir-e.. -re. 
1%!/,t,gflq q- :o 0 c G I F 1-'1 ' -s/ s I c L I WC....-- - I c.; le.t:s 0 re..,-,' + -\" \vsn ; Y\ . J_ c.., 

- ,. _ . . (1
1
"' 

1
71 .. f-P 

1 
U cnb <d \as w. re C-loscc1, Pool J'\.o<" o,8.,.,-Jfall-~.:::\-h ~s. +'co I /e,";14 rnl 

1 

t_ 
OCf _p7'-f1q _ _fi,d)rJ ~ Puo.I A rLD_~Dr(\CLtLJ'kef t Closed j~ 
-- .. ~l[q 9.l.Q9~heCK. {},_~ ,. . - - - I C'. 

Cli/ 3 tf;e:;-. VJ : 'lb'f"T()5Yli01 oq= vY\ =ti)\\-·e-t-"$. - --=- . -----=---To I\ e::+=s o.~ a._~ 

e;f/3D/i1 !Q.f>O Cl ub\1QI.)>€'. Clo~<.d ~v 4u. \"-\\~Yt+ . . 
to tvt (p;ooA.6-\ ~/.S j c.11) so) -SA) Ff-'\ Wf'l.~ R.~t ~ lLI~ ~ 
L b l o 1 7-: oO A..r>--\ + A. re. e-. G:v~~ '4A.~ e.. ($) •• st (-.o R- ~ 'c k. c:> P, 
t ~de L 1-<. lo ~C'\. {) pe..,j u e..A.6R-e...il~~., 
(olot \l'.'.l : (}~~C-\ ~\"!. Lvc..ie.. ,µ ~~'"leJ~o ()>..iRet:::>. 
w \ 0 t to '.'.10 i>- M. l "'-""-\:" l-L NR. ('.tJ.e. s. ~e "-... x /!(/¥#i o L 1:,,..--ltt Ro.>1-t 

KEY LEGEND 

~L
£L-
~l-
~l

'Sc._. 

PR - Paoer Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On I PMC - Coffee Put U 
FM - Floors Mooned CB - Cleaned Bathrooms I WC - Windows Cleaned 

MC - Mirrors Cleaned V - Vacuumed I JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SP - Solash Pad Turned On AMC - Mornine: Coffee I L TO - Lie:hts Turned Off 



) ) ) 

Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES COMMENTS INITIALS 

1C/Q1 ____ J 1~"".30 ~C'-.i-S l.'5 i _ __ __ __ _ _______ .. ___ _ _ _ : . _ _ _ _ ___ __ -.-___ _____ _ ____ ... TC.._ / flf L'-J#f_ c.:~.SL~~~--~-_ ~---::~--~~: :- _ _ _'.S~·--~~~~~"ftl_"n? ~- St;t~<\ . __ ~ -df'!:S 1.. 

, __ ,---l- i': .-00--~- ------ --- - - - -- --- - ---- ---- .... - -- - - - - ------·- -~-t- --
'((Ol Ji''.'>~~-V.. - - - -- - - - . - --- '-- .... - - - --- --. - --- '(.J -
,~~6-t_ ~-t~·~~-=~c-~---~----~ -- ·-:=_~:- -_---~~--· -~-- -~ _-_ ~:·· T~ ~--- ---=-----~~- -~-~-------~-~ ---~--~- ____ C? c--: _-

- ---------- ~ro:FG-i:-;.::;.::i~-l)~~~--=- -~Tc..:.~-c.~- - =t:-s~fi.C.:.: ~ ·---c.:. __ --.~~--- ·· -~:----- -~ ~~ - - -- ---------~~L ·· - --
--~(o-z_ __ ">: _uv_e _ ·- ·-i:i:;;f ri-e., f - . i 7- . - -·- T ... ~ .. ··-· . - ~-= _,, ··-: - . . - --- - -· 

_l ----- "" 30.J\,1µ\ __ - ~...; __ __ n.E:L _____ --·- ----·· _________ --·--·- -------- --·-·--- -· --------- ______ .s~ 
' 

Co1~z.~~:i:o.(~d{~ - C..Ci~·t5~~C~. i~1L~~ ~----~ -==~-~--=----~~ --~~ - -- ::. -~~= --------~----- -=--~---__ S-~--
Iok4·~~io __ ~ ____ o~~~~c~ect ___ .poo~ ~ l-_u~~1\ijp,-~rt?(?'2 ~~~ ~h -~~~s , H.-~1 -~~-- ·-~-
i6J¥,~~f"';, 1'u~ ~r~~+0f ~ -63~~~ .,.i n--eyc~~-0-~~ -- ~~~~~---~ 
IOI~~ .--5. ----- -- ~<t'~-~._we.Q~_ ·-· -- -- ·----l t--18>-- --- --- -- · --- ·- --·-· - - ---w 
-f~TG. ~J __ ~k- ____ \:o .. ( c~ ·--~~~ --~_0__ ~T----~Lb:\ - ·-- _____ bfi>_.,~ 

~Ji~~~ -- ~- ~r' ~-;--~ D---~--~--.=--~ ~~~·:· ~~----:~:~-~-==--~--~=-~--:- -~=~~-~==-~~~ 
I --~~ 

Lo/z=--~~~--~~--u_~~ .~--~~- -~ ____ · ·=- ~~:~ ~~-~-~=~~~-~------~ ~~--==~-~ 
lo/~ :J:~--~:\~~-~OD-\ -~OJ~~-~---=~- ---· -=---=--~=--~~~---~--=- -~---~-~ -#~= 

KEY LEGEND 
PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 

SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 
EG - Emptied Garbage MC - Mirrors Cleaned V- Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 

SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Morning Coffee LTO - Lights Turned Off 



) ) ) 

Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES COMMENTS INITIALS 

l0(~-</5(5) f>)'C~ -LJ~.-1f~"'-.. '{:ro_vv'\ _ .. ~_ if --~~~ _ ~-
fo/-7-.:fF~~J--fr'\o~ -- <-"~~rn - -·-mr~~in.·.-· ~1--m-::-_~_:--~ 
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1 
__ e...1;, _L~ __ s~~~- /\..·\,:> __ ... c.·Re.~.~~~- · ______ -~k- _. 

·.J---- ~:j.o G~ btz.e · - ~ · ·- e> -- t-J ·-· · - _, ·-- ···· -··-· - - ·· · - ·-- - - - - sc--\o .s__ ___ _ _ . __ _ ___ L[~ . ___ _ ~ _ - ·· _______ -~-·-· ___________ ---~· __ _ _ ________ ----~ 
I 

tohi. ~- (o~. ~o ~c.. v_"Z-~-~ _-.\-_c)-~= u)_t-,) ~-· ··=·= _-_---- --~---- -=-__:__~----- ~-------=-~ -~-~~- =·---=--~~)_~_ -=-
-· l -. - -- -c - -- -~ - ... h . - i ·-··· -- -·- - ·-- - - ··- - -- -- --
UL~. _(p ~5 D _pao -·-~~ -__ G.~ . ~ ~ -- CJ ~~~c:.e.. ___ --- - -····· --- -- - ·- - --·- - C:.L:.-

\ob - t~ oa ~~ -t.v \ ~-dow'-l · ..lr~~(es 4 f) f -· ~~oo;iJ: 
-
~oc9L ~'Q.0~ - S-

KEY LEGEND 

PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 
S/S - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 

EG - Emptied Garbae;e MC - Mirrors Cleaned V - Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Mor nine; Coffee L TO - Lie;hts Turned Off 



) ) ) 

Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES COMMENTS INITIALS 

<Ol:1 . Jr30 t\.M .ev ,~Jo~s- if_<t od" ji.~l 4\D.~~ o} =- . c... t+ _ . -·-- _ _ _ _ _SL ,. · 
7o13 - ~~:oo · 7n ·-7'. r -;._ -.e:.- cy::.;:,,r:;o < eJJ.. - -- 1J--: A;-=fr.~ ~ ~---;, -- - - -- .--- ·-·-. J?7J.../
----t· ~ - \) .. '--'WS .. - -- - ~--\"" -~ ..., - --- -o -~- ---- t:F-Vt:?<-:::---___ 

l &D ,~ i:02 - --r~~~--~r-~ ----~ -~ --.- ---~ 
-01- ~;rqzy --·-·-c=::. n-10..- - -·- -- ·~---;...__-~---- -- : - - - - - --- + --- - dn-Jt.__ I /3-- - - -~--· -~ ~'- ~ --- ... -· --· -. - - ·-- .... {/V-<.I -

-·------~P/-3 ~ --~-10U~~~-~C~L"-- -~--~~~~.4~ . -_· ~ 
1fJ/3--,_q-:CQ_ -::_··~ --@~~/J ·~:-~·~· ~~~~ ·- - ·-_---_----_- ·- ~A_ 

tot3:~11:JQ- ~-:_ w~-:--A.i.:i _s~-- ~-~-- tfiBA__ 

7-o/3 __ --q_,,_<(O ~~- · -=pg_- w~~- _w~~ --~- _-- ~ =~- -~- ~~ d76 -"'-

~fo/3~--=.~~-:-... -=.=-·--~--=~.~~- .. -- -.=-~~- ~-~--=~~ -~------~-=-=- ~~--- ~-~---~~ -~---~~--~--i2L 

.lip-~~-~-· ---~~ -~--~=~~--:~~~~ ~~ 
I - - --, ·•- -- . . . . -- ... -

----,-- --- ·--·· -- --- --:----- -
-- - - -t-.. ,. - - · 

KEY LEGEND 

PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 
SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 

EG - Emptied Garbage MC - Mirrors Cleaned V- Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Mornin2 Coffee L TO - Lights Turned Off 



) ) ) 

Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES COMMENTS INITIALS 

\Ol1 __ , (o_: oo~I-'\ koRt-.Hi-l5 _(_Q~f.:e_ ~~J. - c;,0.s~R -~t-:i~ _a<~~ P.e5?1LL ~L-

wl~- --~~i5 ~- s7£, c.~e.c.IZ~d ~uch :.\v\21.) 1.0f\J - -- - '£ L- -

Iv I~ -=(;··30~&1 _ Q fe~-- ~CL _ lj coo.~ - w l 4-l\- _ l,.f~l.e.fJ _ k?.e..y_-_ ---- _ - - ~ -=- _ - ~- - 'SL-

lto/t\ -7.oo~d-'\ (l)f>~t-) -- '-ll--'\..~~e.u~~ _ ~u~~ -~he.C.-~~-~R-~~\-~R-~-p.ot.:>l- IQ..R.e~, . sc 

- t~i~~r.l-o,-;JP\_ 1;~-~~- c-~~Tu. --~"~'U~ e.01'.b~i·~~-s-~t_±_e_~ .l{2~Jp~1eK ~~-- £ r__. =--
( - . ·- ~ ~ - ·- -- - -- - -- - - --- - -\(9 .!\ ~'.l!loNJ.J... _c. ec.k. b4}.;. R.a:9~ pooL A.tcer> _ _ _ ~ _______ £'-

llOl~ -- ~: ).P A¥\ ~~~<Ji:- ~ - _- 1 u\<~- O~ <Sl-

Lo( r! °''·i.90~ - -0-Rd)tJ-\- -·-· ----··--··----- ~~1L1t,.')~ -- CLeV\~~~ _ _ 'SL 

lo Di ~--;:--~Q kli1 0u~ o~ t: Ql\."t?-.~~e.. P~otA.. . 0\~r ~ew~ ~ __ SL 

!~/'{·· · \.\ '& 06 f,A\ --;)/. s---=_- - __ = ___ __ _c_ - - -· --- - Gl-

~ J q - \.1---: 30=~"Pl~ 0 L--=-_=- - -
Tu;~ ~ i1 (>A\ ·1:: G 
jo/<./ -3~__DOfi!\_ --_W\f\-&fQ~ -d(()o~ ~ 

KEY LEGEND 

PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers 
SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped 

EG - Emptied Garbae;e MC - Mirrors Cleaned 
SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On 

SO - Sauna Turned On 
CB - Cleaned Bathrooms 

V - Vacuumed 
AMC - Mornine: Coffee 

--- GL 

(,[_ 

- ~ 

PMC - Coffee Put Up 
WC - Windows Cleaned 
JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 

L TO - Lights Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES co~s INITIALS 
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/_~/'f - ... di:fM . '{. ~01 __ __ Q. -~-~--- "'1·--'"'" -"' \) __ \ --~-- ----·--- -l..e.b~ (/V"/"''---

f{J/if---~ ·S35 ---~~-~ "3~~-- -~, \\e.J -~cW€§ T~~ ~~--~Vf.\'B~-;30 ~ 
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KEY LEGEND 

PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 
SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 

EG - Emptied Garba2?;e MC - Mirrors Cleaned V - Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Mornin2 Coffee L TO - Li2hts Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
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KEY LEGEND 
PR - Paper RefJJled CL- Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 

SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 
EG - Emptied Garba2e MC - Mirrors Cleaned V - Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 

SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Mornin2 Coffee LTO - Li2hts Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OB.JECTIVES COMMENTS INITIALS 
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1(._"J'. 4 'l' • nr. /l fLl.R. £.v'.· -L.:21 -"' ia AA 1 IOA,_g C ~od_CIJ..Ja}J.()) ~Q -~\ ~LJ:i.ikl T\ - - ·- . - ff 
/,~~~-<!BLJ~~6~-~~d..~'~ _- .· . ].~ - -- ... -t- .,______]::_=----

1'µ-t'~ ~-t, Q. .• - -
0~:- : _ .: :a ... -~-r--:---:-·-::_~ ~. ~ j;::_J 

/f/J;i__J r- ---~ - - - {.Al\_ - ' -- 6 .Q ----- ---·-----·" 

4~~ ·~~ +c~~- · =-= ~- -- -~----_- -- ---
Id~ -:~·~ ---. ·-rnli'v·1?JP;;1·- . / . - ce.om-ei.9:-~-=-- -· --:- :\=·· --- --·- ·---.~- ;· ... · · ~·--;:t.,~?/.j? 7f7~-~-- QV_J3)/Jr---'-- _v: .8-::. ___ ~--~~o-~ ~- __ a_li2~ 

1rt.q. .t~-~1/[j£2i}j··-FCY7--·-- · --, - t:r-n~~fn--~~~~- -__ -_og/~ 
-1li ·--~~-·~-:rlll fVQZ15710 - ----~----------. ·-·- -----------------~ . .-~ ;q ( tf.-'37) __ . f v v _ 'LO ~---9tr _ -· . -·-- __ ·--·-- _ ---·-· ·-~- ._ __ ---CL'J '--- _ 

70Jrt:CJ[y5_Cfi e-cf< -~=-s E~~-Ej- --:s:P. . _0L ___ 54--=-=--~- --- -----_---·-~}l._-: -
·m:;.q;./-10 - /"\ o *'"'~-11 ~~-~ -,cy,_) - D~ ·-·~ 5:uf11!-:-. L ---o --·---- -- . - ~~-i-- . 
f. .. u· I' r-~ tr"' ' ----~/}. __ ~" ~ ' ······- · -~- .... -·--··. V7V~ 

KEY LEGEND 

PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 
S/S - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 

EG - Emptied Garbage MC - Mirrors Cleaned V- Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Morning Coffee L TO - Lights Turned Off 



/ 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES COMMENTS INITIALS 

leZ~:J'bo'?. 1 
.• W~e:JL ~Q..Dv\\& --·-···· . .. . _ .. .. -··------ - ·- -··-·-·· . id&L 

•Jo;_1 -1i~ ~-~eJ. ~\~ ~~Qf\-·----~-----.-= ·-- ·~~ - -~~- - -~ ~---~~ 

I !Of!--~f)_v :~ . &.~e-.e..k:0~ ~~ ~~.::s:~ ~ :Q.&v ~~-~-~ 
I i{<fa.~iS'~~ ~/;dµ.;(ecJ~o..~uf~~t::... 
~°Af/o-~3LlCJ\'l~ -..:~v~,a -·-.. ·-Q;:LL ~~~-3. -_:·~- ···---·-==-=- ~~-· ·-.a_-r .. ---·--·-·--

·-1 f U--=- -~~- . ·-' ~ · ~- - ~ . . -- . v - ,- . --

!ftfi/}f.~o~ Jrt.: =co·9. K \ ~-¥~- '?oci.1~~>t\room-( Z£; bhf/§1M1-ff0K:_ 
/D/6J--~~GLJ · - . ff1 / f{f]1[,_s .. I r,·-·3y;;;,··-··-73f-1>fl]·:roo m _ -~-- - ·--· -. . ·- - -· -·· -~ 

o~7 .=lh · <:">],. uf- «5~~.:;rrfC(\3 - ofJ::.1--" I n · 1 /c A?R~;u:::vm-2 -- · - ---- ~-? LJ ;- -/ .'/9 LI~ ~' . -·· . - - °tT - JJ1// IU' . . - . ~ t:_ 

·;o7e,_ -;o~-- SjiJf.< COm~ii.6~r~s. u fl1 ±-s ·--z;;_cif'~~ ,---------· - ·'tf!0«e:_ 
107103~~~- ~~ - :>.~ --- 5~0-. ~--ltM ~- . -Z"±_ro·.~·==~----:- --- --~ ~-- -72!6L 
lrJ/L!--:l~fW'-- CQll t~~cJo&-~w-C +tf ~; .. {J1c~:~v-f -~-~~-~-- --~~ 
--- ------~d-:3:> · wrpea .. fl81c· ·~-n~~~--- -~- - -=~=- ... : ... -- --~- -~ · -~-~ -~~ - ·c;,L _ -
Le>/t< ~~-m, -· '{_f\:~~-o-\ - .~ri-A-SJ" ~~~6l~4Q -~ ~Gt(. --- - -. ~6 

KEY LEGEND 

I PR - Paper Refilled 
SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked 

CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On I PMC - Coffee Put U 
FM - Floors Mooned CB - Cleaned Bathrooms I WC - Windows Cleaned 

MC - Mirrors Cleaned I V - Vacuumed 
SP - Solash Pad Turned On I AMC - Mornin2 Coffee 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DA:rE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES COMMENTS 

__ , /! -·--- ~u~ ~~ -~ ~ - -- -------· ~ -
lP/1t_ s·, ~1 .CJ ~ ~'35i57"0:S -=-- ff17 e__ ~Wl·~~m5 ~- _ -~- . _ -------· ·_ ·_ . _ ~ .. ~ G L 

l-iilu~-- _ ;i.;::nr~-tfCti;tXt:ol.s - ~ui p.,,,.,,,,a,=£ -+~iJLed.Jh::i.±les __ "-._ ~-~ 
Jo/11_5~=~-=r~~ ~c--wu_zr,wn+-o4- -D~.i51Je~ -- ---· - ---------- ·_r;I_- ----

-----1,tri,,.._.,1~"----.,,..C:::.i.&-.--~_:.,~l2.b_~-:§- - -b~-~-J::l:)-- - - - -- - -------- -- --- . · c..L~- ----
·•.lf11 .._/ :._"<-V--J.!- · ~ - - · - - l'-1 1 I - ~ • · - - """' '-"• 

~
- p. ·ai.:o Ce>,B.c.set ..loA,~ .. ;Clttivu:~C>~ .--- - ------ ·· ----~- ·-f~ 

1 1~~51 f>~;Sl.s,cLr-~1.WG _ __ __ :;:c __ 
~ ~~ · tt.~BD E<cscc+ B',~ , ce _ . __ ... . _ _ .. ___ _ _____ _T~ 

~'f).ti;:~,,~~~'J,flf'} ~t:;J Uwb.-~lkvc-~ ------~-~-:---~------~ 
1 O.ju .. :T ,.b e Ctts<.d _tr:. ~-rLa,_1',=."t:i , _£~ 1- PK . --·-i-- - -------- - --~~1t: -
~'f/IJa Je -~- ct~bc~~--~~~-ecLrr-rv~ N13h-t . 1 .. 

-2'/~o~ Cpe Md C.t ~f.Jhc<. ,~1 fr;(ria " ,.' Sa"'"'~ _ _ _ ----~ _ --·--·-- --l t.; L 
I 0/J ..3 /;;J. ; De. 6mpi1~ _C?.al!b{!L~ . . __ -·-_ _ L 
~~~-~~;6-Z1/i''Jt"};_,'i'1J;~?,J;'(:_L&ti7~<!fb-S a· CL---~------ -·--····----·-·-----------· 1f~--
''fff3 ~''f1J C~HFi fl./lrxd w 1vicic...v~ .. ~~t-.sa..~.s,-GL-5.(. --- ---·-- --· -- TL.-"-
~!:'//a s:os-~-&r:.e.~ ~~ba.t. e., SauX't Rt.set, FM, s, , c.L } P#Z- _ --.-Ic_ 
i<tff~-·~'f~9s t~~l'f CG). ~~,-~~:TifaE-YeJTar/~----·------ --=---_--_- -----~~~--=-~--y' _J(c 
i D 1..3 :.J.7n './>{)()/ C /~e, i ,))D"" 'J/LvU:.. poz,, p co .'~ · -re. 
0 13 q-;£ro a~.~ Gt~·, Ce(~:s;~~~lM~~ '.}t1tflj1~~!;~£i'll1£i \1f IC, 

CL - Checked Lockers. I SO - Sauna Turned On 
FM - Floors Mooned I CB - Cleaned Bathrooms I WC - Windows Cleaned 

MC - Mirrors Cleaned I V - Vacuumed I JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SP - Solash Pad Turned On I AMC - Mornine: Coffee I LTO - Lie:hts Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES COMMENTS INITIALS 

11j/_1_'f_ _, ~·o~_ C.BC Pool ) ------ ·-- ' ~: __ _ . _ _ __ _______ _ . :TC _ 

fo°!/l ;:~Jff,~:s~; ctljt vp. - - - --_ -. - -- --- . --- _--- --~~-- -=~: - =fl ,;f'+ /.p:BD O~qoni~ PooJ_-A-i--eev clo-;..eJ .. "Pod fbr. P1C1i....rrkna,,nq1 C!.B Ct°o°-J . .. ___ _ _ _ /_<::.._ 
!O/lf .. 1).-oo £(5,{l}U..)1 Sa..lKICA. Re.s.e~ CL, C£,(G'1m0 C~C!C:(..o{ 5?ho\..L.Q...v-s . . . _ * io!f-1- cr:oo Vt'\.c..v_u~.d ~\J~siorqan1?ed ~(qnk -Ll~Y1+ 1n k..tn5 Scl.v~a out-. ~ . 
/6}1'-j 10.;.oo C.he~.o\ e~1~ rl CTcse.ol ClJcbaJst .:fbr-tW... ~ ··5n+. 
-TDt-u:.,~i~J!f~ll_r~~- -~ . __ cJ __ cg(µhM T~~~-. ___ - :· ---- -... -~- -- df6L . 
/01/ . ·-;.l ~, :·· . --c.yo L§ .. ~ ·---·-~ : -- · . ~ --·_-,-::-· :-------·--- - ., :rl2L 

115 3 \oo \<. .. u _ . ~V\ W-~ ._ . -- - ~ . [7-V-

/D]Jj 1:iD~\0s-e - .0 .. VVlbceJ\o..... -~~-~ Lou~:£.. cJr~~~ -~".:_ ~L-
fol'5 ___ &! .~S~fT\ -c__\~ --~'N'1v.\- UDO'\~- T~~ T~iNS~ oo +- -~u;n · ;/(O~ 
J " q f t.S. -. - . . . /\I\ \ - - t> - ~- . ~ . -- .. ... . .. . ' -· -- . ... 0 /1 'L 

lb1~s : , fffi3-~ M .'L!_,\'{LQ; a._ ~~ --- -- ~ -- -~--- --~- - - --· - ~u '~ . 
fbj;s_ _ q_.'d_~ 5"\-M ~~Of1\_~Q_JLJ)~ T~ -~ ·-"TO\ L-i.\-p~~ f..__. 

1/ '?c-l · - D q --? d2. ~ I\ -s -- , -1- · u· -- · ~ - ~-c--- - - :"-! /.),. ~ (D[/f '?f ·.Jfi'I ~1 t . \ . . , ) --' T' . __ . _ f) l'I -p1,-t:_ . 'tl ~ . _ .. , _ · ·. _-. .~J 
/(}/ - a .. SO=-- -~ 1+ · l-01 f>"t' ll)k-~ ~ iQ-Gl~ \. -r\ RV--. ,..:rt=. ~ -··-·- · :- -- ~- - ·:. - df)...jJ -1'5 -1-- fJY\ \'-' - - -~a--. . - ·-- - U\l16V~ . -- - -· - o ':-Iv '--

l1>j"I}.-Jil ri'>fh cl03~ d.OW f'\ 4ev' ~ JM-yW=~ , -: --~ -: ?}vf;o:____ 
KEY LEGEND 

CL - Checked Lockers I SO - Sauna Turned On I PMC - Coffee Put U 
FM - Floors Mooped I CB - Cleaned Bathrooms I WC - Windows Cleaned 

MC - Mirrors Cleaned I V - Vacuumed I JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SP - Solash Pad Turned On I AMC - Mornin2 Coffee I LTO - Li2hts Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTIVES COMMENTS INITIALS 

iDj;.1.;7,n s:3ey' /vtnwi Dn ;~· h~ SD, ~'fbL AA-out-. A+1 ~e1 _ _ .. _ . _ -r C 
I01{1R. · UjX-1'1~ . ~ v JCVS.( r t-11-e ~ . . . ... _ .---... . _ __ _ . _ .LL.. .'I~ ~·oo /'\ d £.l.. . 11. d~ -r> 

10/1 r? 7-:0D lvrf1R.d OnJCl~ · . . . - r·c_ 
10/1"~~:~-dosd. '()~~ o~ ~ um\tu~o.-s ,-~\d°~c-~ .1£1<_ 
!D/1~':f. ;-0pf0 ff{)i - ·.· · . · _ _· _ . ~ _ · ;·_ -. · _ _.· · · ~- . , · _:· ~~ 

- . lol1f;;J: -7i)~ Clc~E-tJfn-hce.!l&i- /:t"u..tLM.ulM+i .. :fcc#~ ~ .. ~. -. -.~ ·_, --~ .. 'd§R 
- /~ • I """' • •• ..., . I · ~ \ · flJ - ..___ 

·0 IV- ~ ~ . . ® ' . .. ¥" . 0 • "' H 0 0 0 - • -

·1a/110 ·,·_,. --. G,6 cj ~ -~ · .i _ -~~ ~--- .:. _: .. · . 
Af;~c.:<l-90. /J'JcJ,.; . ?~ ~ ~ - _· .· -- ~ 
A~1 ~:cr,&rs~ fJ·t- ll.?~ c.;,, 'dldf/iJ. " · -_ - · - ~- · ·· --- ~-~ 
/ · ··: ,'\"') ,.1 --.-.r~- ·:.. .,._ 11 -r11J+.J ~- ·hr~,J-~ .:. - ·-. ----· ~-· 1 -- JJ~ ~ J01VV ~ r' - <._/", .... - · · -· -- -(/'IV-~ 
10111~ 1:·¥ \frn<:. ~..: -~& ~ ~~. t#&~ 
1bJn7,(J) · C\osd ~ l Me-.- : -f,f >i. e.a: UU~, ~di~~· :~ 
JdjrJ.7:1s '· - doSe.J LJV\'\\o<"e.U.lc,__ · IG£A<.:~~ ~J/3tfft;,(£[Y11 S -~ 
JtJ) n ~ffD fu'DI(~/ l.{'A O:.:V\11'\ - Pro c ~h~ l L6bhj : ,;??~ 

KEY LEGEND 
PR- Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 

SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 
EG - Emptied Garba2e MC - Mirrors Cleaned V - Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Momin2 Coffee LTO - Li2hts Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE TIME COMPLETED OBJECTNES I . ~NTS . INITIALS ,,f /Ji {,(__ 

1~1~::JLr'. ~~~~~~~s .. m:(~~ .. ~· ~~-x~~as:- QJV • 

/D/1~. D 3L\·M" -rfLf\~ /Sf}nJ J+.t wfL- .f.t,\e.o\. ~U1.wt .el'\f. _~ )f~ fi/.:"'-

pp7q:SD~·-; .. 1 \-\ . . - .W\.- ·.·-.. \0\. ~ . . \..\- _. .\f\ .o(LiJ .... ~ .. · VY\. ifl.00~· -dfn<SL .. . ·~ 
;01 · ·. v. · i (:) ' · \,... ~- · \:'\\.. "' · ·. t~rvt · J -~. ·+; · ;rv _·:r +. -.-t. -~ · . r7 I . . o&e ~u <" ~~- ~ .. . .. u . . . _ f....,IYI(. __ ,ZJ"'V ~ 

.. I . ~ 
- -~.lNl~$t'I~- . 1142olr\:.iid~ ~ ;,.;._ ~c~ .L- -~ . .. Cb ~;.Ja_;;~~t eAJJJ./1.J.AtJ;u;.t ~ ~ 

'ljid-,,-~; .- .. .. '!b " .~_. lA,1~ ~ ~·~~-~~&;!~ 
Jl/1(7:/D ~ ~; .. .. . :·· :_· -· .. ,. <. ~,e:::_ 
joYI. 'g','r.iJ~fVrleef. fYfl!Y.>h ~ @nJ .. · ' . · . . ·. : •- : . ~L 
1~jttf'D.f'A ~ · Y~~.:.-rriorp~ - - · - c/BL 

f?J:q: ~::: W0t\.\-~d F~~{) 'To\ u* 3'-fWi/!6vL ·~ 
10j;9, q_ ~~ <S~ ~ fu -/ . . ... ~ tz___ 

ld?'{S ~'-'{>~ ~ Uft ...... . fu¥. ·~ 

KEY LEGEND 
PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 

SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 
EG - Emptied Garba2e MC - Mirrors Cleaned V-Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 

SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Snlash Pad Turned On AMC - Mornin2 Coffee L TO - Li2hts Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 

:foll~ T'.1'1" $~ co7t:~~rCTIVES , . . . . COMMENTS .. . 7L 
'j()'f:l°': ... -· :- ,

1
)30\, . _JQOfYl S . - .. (ttAintd,_. . . . . _ , ··.-- .. --- __ . f:l . 

/D/JC/. -~.:3{) VOCO.VIY\eol Gl.j('() b?.+hr'DO''Y' ~ M'Df:')?ecL~~i::n -·f.·I OD:t-s If Rese.-+-. SPl~h pa_d. . .. j L_C 
1eh_~ .~:a..? _J:1opp:Q. ~S)C..Q .1 .Savno P.ese.-± __ . . . . . .. . . . _ _ _ . . · . i. ) <::. _ 
10/;.~ 1::r.:'~o .C!8~fJ,J;7;'3.-l\os ~-Closed . 'Poo\ -fb< ~ N19YiA·~· . _ ·"· . _ . · .-:.:J:~;._,1 'To°' ;'5· _Dl?; ~r - - -:, ·~-:..1 ..... G'' ""'-~'l , . .. . .. . .. . - ·• . . .. . . . . .. ···-:· . 0-p: -

! ~ :31) I ,,.., Cl'n..12.q CfJ . . ' . . . . . . . . . L l.o/ilD .. /. . I >r: J)":71:Cl11.: ri>i5m _. - .. _ .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. _ ... .. Tc.. le 
/0~ /, . D 0 I ~CPD 6 - - " . . .... .. ,, .. - . . -. · - - . . .. - ..... .. 0 L 
/[)~j:15 1~ml.._c_Lt_S~s--6e.s..dk.~-· ··"· · ··· " .. · ·,_ -···' ---~ -c_ 
li>fa.,-o g:-30 !f'.M f. C..B: ' ' I 0 - ; i . , ' - ·- - - • - · - ., - IC 
J~~r>_.~ Lj :-~DD S'c:Al.100.~ ~~1'9P Re~- __ .. -- . _ ..... . _ _____ ... ... . _ .. ... J.C.... 
i~f:(b6;d.-C CBC.foolJ~)-+.t---1, Che.Q,~t G>'fm, we. .. - -· ·' ·-·- .. ·-. - "°". - :-· · --· "Tf 
j£~ $f?j/8Jr!:t?tu~tJ~u~ tJ.ohJd. · ..... ·... ' .· :. . · .Tt_ 
1~ 'f"I/ Reuf SC«-na:..s ti i,J?.lash p,,_'j_ Q:,p,,;+ -~ a,,Ja'f' .. ... .. ~C . 
/l?/;;;.,J .!:>:5b' cJo~d u.mbvello..s . :l<l.W-'~/a.sh . _ cf ff Sq<-na.s . _ _ .. __ .:.: _ - .. Te_ . 
lo/f/. +.- D~ foo/ Clo>ecl. d'fo.ol ~ . ~anJ~f "¢ Vvt._cuuwuzcP. _ --·--- ...... . ___ . ~C 
I 6/~ · .?-'3'0 .SaLntL f4s-ei-~ ti PR . · .. . · . - · .. . 1 c_ 
10/tJ..f - i 9.'30 ,_ C8('31.1.JtYll~1 .. . . . . . . . ___ .,_ -·- .. ·- - . - " ; ~ 
1i:Jfa_1, -. .1t>:oo·:Close'd cwbhqvs,e foy -fkt)l'anf-. · .. · . _ .. · .. ~ " · _. :_ ... _~ L\_-

lo/~HO i \71\'.COJM~ . :,0(6n} do~t/sic/e_doEJ ( ~ioW ··. -. - . . · >(f;K_ 

fiJ~l/Or w~ .Q~J.. ;_s1p.s;s &ooGS /~NM M1 rWD<lS~j~'reliL 
KEY LEGEND 

PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 
SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mopped CB - Oeaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 

EG - Emptied Garba2e MC - Mirrors Cleaned V-Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 
SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Morning Coffee L TO - Li!ilits Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist . 
Dr:E TIME COMPLE~IVES e;;:.;l COMMENTS · INITIALS 

JQ~lf/I\ po+ (] ... ~ j d . 1~ . - - -- .. , __ •• : ~ 
(a~{: 1-f~ cios.eA -~ L - c:Jase& u{r.~ f7xe;fl h.it1f--O~ · M--;L--
J~J;.-:'t,·o<Jprn~·e& ~OL ~~Q.rie)-m.S-. . - : - _-_ -.· ..... ·_- ~- .·C:7'(tfz_ 

1?f?r~.'lf5 loo\<( -~ 00-t o~ .~ ~~~\iwvn3 ··~ .~11..~ 
-- -- /J?11~b.;;,:,~·.g_,~r_ -. B.K :·q_JiA,...itV-J.~_LJ_L60.~±-._s~_IJ.e 'cP_9m{±.L2-'°~b6.JJl~e· . · . . . • '....J J • ' , ~· -~ .....,,. __ I • .- ___, - -

J l),t·~~ ,1) : - /11 //'1(\,...., - u··}Vl~ au _J ·_ ~·-~. - : .· .. ~~~ 1i ~-
0/" /01ik) . . C,,tU:...; .~ ~ . -- . 1 -..J T _ . . ~~ 

. I / 6/ --~ aJty\ Afyvf~ . . . : . -. : . - - -. -•.• ~ .· . . ... , :- -£ a -r 
793 r " 1 '\ ~ - - - . . - ~ . •. - •. - -· o---c; /(__ 

JrjaE:Lf/lf~f>v'I\~ ~ -~ - . - .~~·~-.. .· -·"-·-· ~ 
!D(a!J~f.c;'3J ~ ~ ~ -- __ - ·: .- . - - -·-' -~~ 

!Dfa&'lSiOID ~~ ~~UJn~ - - c/81(_, 
liff01!3eiS t-iwt.~ ~~~ ~-~ 
1tf,j6. · ·q.rrfi) ·_Ynop~- · .Y-~ Wl ; · PooL ~ .f-: ··tD-1-f/& ·~ 
·ritnx Or:F:\ ~-e ~.;: ··,, / ..-~ . c:L ~. ·iQ_ _ 11 n -... ~ ~ · . - - - ./ ~- ~/ . 
N~ 7<..:..P .\Jr.A 1<- ~· r-~ -~ 11 a · ,~ -~----·· ~ 

KEY LEGEND 
PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 

SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM - Floors Mooned CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 
EG - Emptied Garba2e MC - Mirrors Cleaned V - Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 

SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Mornin2 Coffee LTO - Lh~bts Turned Off 
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Oasis House Cleaning Checklist 
DATE ~-;/~;;a= co~~r!JECTIVES . COMMENTS 

itJ?-i~,~- w 0 v lfl/\} . w~ m11U&lJ(Lq1.- '<.....l:sLJ.A....-t..l~~ 

~JDiiJ~~ B-.u ~ . . ._ - ~'Z_,1 
/ofa</;2piYI .~ MRilG'<L8 t~~lfVV\ ~frtm+~~ ,tifjz_ 
- -~/d-:Y{p(11\ ~ ~ : - - .. - - ot6Z 
@-Id~· ~Jl~k~~~ ~~~01 Mes, .. ···~ 
Jli'f!!l~ ·'1-r ". -wo~ . . -· H· ~po+~~ ~L~- ' - -- ~----
IU/:JJ.f _, i'6' +1, li)01(5·C.- ~t'rL-';. JV\ ~o . ~ea-- · ---· . ~ 
O/;L'{ ~.oo G\03~ u.m~~e.QlCL-s -:- · C),0-:3~ ~~ ~ -~~ 
1r1-gy ~ ,;::i Cl~ ea ~IC9<9 rY"I ::::. ' "'~ l ~ lfu I(_ 

- ~-'1, ? 'f ~~ 00 ~ a~ XJ . - . ... - c_:A /df.;J-l/· . ~'()a ~ eefl__ ~ ~ 1<.J flJf)Dfr<\.... . _. ". . ... . (7-j 
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KEY LEGEND 

PR - Paper Refilled CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 
SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked FM- Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 

EG - Emptied Garba2e MC - Mirrors Cleaned V - Vacuumed JA- Jacuzzi Turned On 
SE - Sanitize Equipment SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Mornin2 Coffee LTO - Lij~hts Turned Off 



) 

PR- Paper Refilled 
SIS - Showers/Saunas Checked 

EG - Emptied Garbage 
SE - Sanitize Equipment 

) 

COMMENTS 

~ 2A -0UPf<\o.,__..S ~ 

(Vt'~ 

KEY LEGEND 
CL - Checked Lockers SO - Sauna Turned On PMC - Coffee Put Up 
FM - Floors Mopped CB - Cleaned Bathrooms WC - Windows Cleaned 

MC - Mirrors Cleaned V - Vacuumed JA - Jacuzzi Turned On 

) 

SP - Splash Pad Turned On AMC - Morning Coffee LTO - Lights Turned Off 
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Day of I - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0.. 0.. 0.. 0.. 0.. 0.. 0.. 0.. 0.. 0.. 0.. Daily 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 the Month 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TOTAL 

\0 ,.... Q'.) O'I 0 .... N .... N M v It') \0 ,.... co O'I 0 .... .... .... .... 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 5 7 5 1 3 0 0 0 28 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 6 7 3 5 6 0 0 0 33 
3 0 0 0 0 2 4 3 1 2 4 3 11 6 8 0 0 0 44 
4 0 0 0 0 0 4 14 15 0 1 10 18 24 0 0 0 0 86 
5 0 0 1 4 4 4 11 8 4 6 5 5 7 0 0 0 0 59 
6 0 0 0 2 5 11 15 14 3 4 9 9 5 0 0 0 0 77 
7 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 5 0 0 0 0 13 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
9 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 11 20 8 6 4 1 0 0 0 0 53 
10 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 7 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 

0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 5 5 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 26 
0 0 0 0 3 17 7 9 3 8 6 2 7 0 0 0 0 62 
0 0 0 0 4 10 7 4 6 7 7 8 5 0 0 0 0 58 
0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 8 2 0 0 0 0 28 
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 5 6 7 8 9 7 4 0 0 0 50 
0 0 0 0 0 4 8 4 2 5 8 11 6 0 0 0 0 48 
0 0 0 3 4 6 7 0 6 3 7 15 7 0 0 0 0 58 
0 0 0 2 5 4 2 5 9 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 32 
0 0 0 2 6 2 9 5 5 5 24 8 17 0 0 0 0 83 

8--i9--2§-;l0- 2G...---a4----25- 1-S----0---------e--S-S----'l·7·5 
0 1 0 0 3 7 9 7 2 3 0 15 19 0 0 0 0 66 
0 0 2 2 0 0 5 3 6 4 12 12 8 0 0 0 0 54 
0 0 0 1 2 2 3 4 2 8 16 19 9 5 0 0 0 71 
0 0 0 0 2 4 2 4 2 3 7 11 15 0 0 0 0 50 
0 0 0 6 7 9 11 16 7 12 19 32 5 0 0 0 0 124 
0 0 0 0 2 5 2 11 20 27 28 18 15 0 0 0 0 128 
0 0 0 2 0 9 12 24 28 11 4 4 7 0 0 0 0 101 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 8 0 0 0 0 17 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 9 6 0 4 4 2 0 0 0 29 
0 0 0 1 0 5 3 5 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 20 
0 0 0 0 1 1 

1700 
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~- • Daily 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
the Month 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 TOTAL 

IO " CX> OI 0 .... N .-1 N M 

""" 
Ill IO I' CX> °' 

0 .... .... .... .... 
1 3 7 5 4 5 6 6 6 6 4 5 8 7 6 9 7 0 
2 5 7 11 10 6 5 4 2 2 2 4 1 4 6 8 3 0 
3 3 7 5 5 7 4 3 2 4 6 7 11 15 9 12 5 0 
4 4 6 5 2 2 3 6 2 1 6 5 1 3 2 4 3 1 
5 0 0 3 7 11 5 6 3 2 2 4 5 6 4 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 3 5 1 3 9 2 0 3 3 2 3 0 0 0 
7 3 5 10 8 5 3 4 3 1 3 1 5 4 7 8 7 0 
8 2 3 5 8 3 5 6 4 4 7 7 8 6 7 5 9 0 
9 4 4 3 2 3 4 4 11 4 4 8 7 2 4 3 3 0 
10 3 5 4 4 8 5 6 3 7 7 4 5 7 8 7 3 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 5 3 4 4 5 3 4 5 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 1 2 0 4 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 2 7 4 1 2 0 2 2 5 4 0 0 0 
14 3 3 4 5 5 4 3 6 6 7 8 5 3 7 5 3 0 
15 3 4 5 4 3 5 4 4 8 7 11 9 7 8 13 8 0 
16 7 6 7 9 8 5 2 2 0 2 6 11 5 6 7 5 0 
17 1 5 6 6 5 2 4 3 5 3 5 7 5 7 9 2 0 
18 2 4 5 6 5 3 3 2 4 2 4 6 3 6 7 2 0 
19 0 0 2 5 6 7 9 9 1 0 2 5 1 4 0 0 0 

L-Q ___ o_o__o 2 2 3 __ 5_3 2 j 5 3_8. __ o _ _ o 0 '- - 6 -21 3 4 5 8 7 4 4 6 3 3 3 6 9 4 6 0 
22 2 3 10 8 5 6 2 3 5 1 7 11 8 6 7 8 0 
23 3 3 4 6 4 4 3 5 4 6 5 6 4 8 6 5 0 
i .4 4 5 8 7 4 6 3 5 7 4 3 4 3 5 9 4 0 
25 1 5 3 4 2 1 3 4 3 2 2 7 4 5 8 3 0 
26 0 0 3 4 5 4 6 2 2 3 2 1 2 3 0 0 0 
27 0 0 2 3 4 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 5 1 0 0 0 
28 8 6 7 5 7 9 7 3 7 4 3 4 9 3 8 3 0 
29 1 2 3 4 2 5 8 2 3 4 5 5 9 4 11 6 0 
30 5 4 4 6 4 5 2 2 6 4 3 4 6 7 6 1 0 
31 2 3 6 9 5 4 

TOTAL 



October 30, 2019 

Mr. Ruben Munoz 
3247 SE 2nd Drive 
Homestead, FL 33033 

Dear Mr. Munoz: 

Oasis Clubhouse 
171NE30TH RD 

Homestead, FL 33033 

Via Regular Mail 

During your private function field on Saturday, August 24th, 2019 in the Grand Room 
at the Oasis Clubhouse, certai1\ rules and regulations under the rental agreement were 
not met by you and/or your ~uests. The use of a smoke machine, which you were 
previoulsly advised was not ~(lowed, triggered the activation of the fire alarm and 
the dispatch of the fire deparpnent to the Clubhouse. The room rental agreement 
states that if no damages or loss occurr, and there are no infractions as deemed by 
the Club Manager's inspectio:n, the deposit will be fully refunded. After your full 
deposit was returned to you, ~he District received a fine in the amount of $1,010.00 
from Miami-Dade Fire Deparynent due to the alarm activation that resulted from the 
use of the smoke machine dur:ing your event. 

At this time you are responsiJ le to pay the full amount of $1,010.00 to the District. 
Please direct your payment p+able to East Homestead CDD~ by mail to the address 
above or you may drop off the payment at the Oasis Clubhouse. Payment must be 
received by November 15th, 2~19. 
Should you have any questio s, please do not hesitate to contact us via email or 
telephone. 

Regards, 

Oasis Club Management 
Oasisld@nfcamenity.com 
(786)349-15 80 
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QUOTATION I 
I 

~ ........... .......... ·~ 

R.017~tZ~S Date 10/23/2019 

1\h11ninun1 l•'11rni t;u1·e 
Quote# 6935 

Design for the Outdoors'" 

5415 NW 72 A VENUE, 
MIAMI, FL. 33166 

Name I Address 

East homestead COD 
171 NE 30 ROAD 
HOMESTEAD, FL 33033 

P.O. No. 

I 
Qty Item 

I 
I 

I 

! 
I 

I 

Terms 

;I Net 15 

Ship To 

ISLE OASIS CLUBHOUSE 
171 NE30ROAD 
HOMESTEAD, FL 33033 
ATI'N: Alexandra Garcia 
786-349-1580 

Due Date Rep FOB 

11/7/2019 Rob MIAMI 

Description 

19 MUFA854FM ... Monterey Marked Umbre
1 
la, 9 ft., octagon, 8 fiberglass ribs, two piece 1.5" polished 

aluminum center pole, Pulley and Pin, Marine Grade A Fabric, Single wind vent, reinforced 
rib pockets and exterior t\~s. 
COLORS _) 

I MISC. 
1 MISC. 
4 MISC. 
t •cop 
I FREIGHT "A" 

FRAME FINISH: ANO~~D SILVER 
CANOPY: MARINE o_

1
~F/PACIFIC BLUE #R-172 

5 gallon drum oflacquer thinner 
1 gallon of acetone · I 
wet-sand-paper 
Corporate Discount Progquns 5% 
Miami Assist Pick-up and Delivery Service/DOOR TO DOOR 

• Approval By signing this quote, the ~ustomer acknowledge Tenns, Prices, Quantities, Description, 
Colors, and approximate sirlp date of2-3 weeks from receipt of PO, 50% deposit all 
•ppro•.W "'"'°™ ... , ... of piclrup. B~m~ duo upon d•li""Y on •ll onlm. 
PLEASE SIGN QUOTFJ •RDER AND RETURN BY FAX OR E-MAIL. 
APPROVE BY: 
PRINTED NAME: 
TITLE AND DATE:. __ :1------

I 

I 

APPROVAL: I 
By signing this quote, the customer acknowledges Tem1S, Prices, Qualities, Description, 
Colors and Receipt of Sign PO, and 50% Deposit I 
APPROVEDBY: __________ -:·----

PRINTEDNAME: __________ ,.I ___ ~ 
TITLEANDDATE~~~~~~~~~,l-~~~-

1 

Phone# Fax# 

Subtotal 

Sales Tax (0.0%) 

Total 

E-mail 

Ship Via 

OUR TRUCK 

Price E... Total 

345.00 6,555.00 

89.00 89.00 
19.00 19.00 
2.50 10.00 

-327.00 -327.00 
120.00 120.00 

0.00 0.00 

$6,466.00 

$0.00 

$6,466.00 

Web Site 

305-885-3406 I 305-885-3946 robertsalum@aol.com www.robertsaluminum.com 

I 



c: =-t_...._ .... _ - -flt:ness equipmen1: 1:echni cal support: & services, lie. 

825 NW 99th Avenue 
Plantation, FL 33324 

Phone 954-234-2ns 
Fax 954-234-2497 

r 'I r 
Customer Location 

Oasis Clubhouse 
171 NE 30th Road 
Homestead, FL 33033 
A TIN: Alexandra Garcia 

r 
Qty - Description 

12 Preventative Maintenance on all equipment - Monthly 

Monthly Contract - 12 visits per year - includes free 
service/labor calls 

COVERAGE TYPE: 
Preventative Maintenance 
l=abei .. 

- - -- - -

PARTS: 
Additional 

AUTO-RENEW: 
Yes 

'I 

Please remit payment to: Customer PO I Signature 
825 NW 99th Avenue 
Plantation, FL 33324 

'" 

CONTRACT 
Contract No. C-21910549 

Account No. 

Date 10/30/2019 

I I Terms Net30 

Rate Total 

295.00 3,540.00 

I - ·-- ( 

Subtotal $3,540.00 
Sales Tax $247.80 

Proposed Total $3,787.80 
~ 



- -fi'tness equipmen't 'technical support & services, lie. 

825 NW 99th Avenue 
Plantation, FL 33324 

Phone 954-234-2775 
Fax 954-234-2497 

Customer 
Oasis Clubhouse 
171 NE 30th Road 
Homestead, FL 33033 
ATTN: Alexandra Garcia 

Qty 

6 

Location 

Description 

Preventative Maintenance on all equipment - Bi-monthly 

Bi-monthly Contract - 6 visits per year - includes 6 free 
service/labor calls per year (valid one visit in between 
scheduled maintenance visits) 

COVERAGE TYPE: 
Preventative Maintenance 

CONTRACT 
r 

Contract No. C-21910550 

Account No. 

Date 10/30/2019 

Terms Net30 

Rate Total 

325.00 1,950.00 

I I I I --L ba!:H:)r - I I 

PARTS: 
Additional 

AUTO-RENEW: 
Yes 

Please remit payment to: 
825 NW 99tb Avenue 
Plantation, FL 33324 

Customer PO I Signature 
Subtotal 
Sales Tax 

Proposed Total 

$1,950.00 
. $136.50 

$2,086.50 



t:_=- - -
fitness equ i pn;•ent technical support & services, lie . 

Pre entative Maintenance Check List 

TREADMILLS: 

Inspect: electronics, frames, rails, "hrouds, belts, decks, rollers and motors. 
Lubricate: running belts, drive bel , belt tensioners. 
Adjust/Realignment: running belt and rear rollers. 
Calibrate: all electronics. 
Level treadmills to factory specific tions. 

BIKES & STEPPERS: 

Inspect: electronics, frames, rails d shrouds. 
Lubricate: alternator belt, drive be t and rollers. 
Inspect & Clean: communicators ~d brushes on alternator. 
Calibrate: all electronics and touc~- screens. 
Check: battery, voltage and cont,ts. 

ELLIPTICALS/CROSSTRAOO:RS: 

Inspect: electronics, frames, rails d shrouds. 
Adjust: tie rods, roller extrusions d cranks. 
Inspect & Clean: communicators nd brushes on alternator. 
Calibrate: all electronics and touc screens. 
Tighten: crank bolts. 

SPIN BIKES: 

Inspect: flywheels, frames, chains sprockets, gears and brake system. 
Lubricate: brake system, drive cha1in, cogs, seat/handlebar assemblies. 
Adjust: tension system, chain, bralte assembly. 

STRENGTH EQUIPMENT: 

Inspect: cables, guide rods and pulleys. 
Lubricate: guide rods (if necess~). 
Adjust: pulleys (if necessary). 

825 NW ggth Avenue, Planta ·Ion, FL 33324 ** 954-234-2775 / 954-234-2497 Fax 



BrightView 2 
Trff Cue Services 

Pr posal for Tree Care at 
Oasi - East Homestead COD 

Contact Dennis Baldis 

October 30, 2019 

Page 1 of2 

Property Name 
Property Address 

Oasis - East Homestead COD 

128 SE 28th Terrace j 
Homestead , FL 330 · 3 

To East Homestead CDD (Oa.sis) 

Billing Address 5385 N Nob Hill Rd 
Sunrise, FL 33351 

Project Name Oasis Club House P ning 

Project Description Shaping Hardwoods 

QTY UoM/Slze 

Hardwood Shaping 

1.00 LUMP SUM 

Images 

Clubhouse 

for lntem1I uu only 

SO# 

JOB# 

Service Line 

7071060 
493001017 

300 

Scope of Work 

MateriaUDescrlptlon 

Round Shaping All Hi rdwood Trees In Parking and Pool 
Areas (Oaks, Calophylum, Sliver Buttonwood) (43 total) 

THIS IS NOT AN INVOICE 

Unit Price 

$4,800.00 

Total Price 

This proposal is valid for 6 · day& unless otherwise approved by BrlghtVlew Tree Care Services 
"4155 E Mowry r. Homostead, FL 33030 ph. (305) ~011 fax (305) 258-0809 

Total 

Subtotal $4,800.00 

$4,800.00 

$4,800.00 



TERMS & CONDITIONS 
1. The Contractor shall recognize and perform In acccnian1:9 1•;th l\fitten terma, 

written spedftcations and dr8'Mngs only, contained or re! red to herein. All 
matertals shall conform to bid specification•. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

e. 

1. 

a. 

.. 

Work Force: Contractor •hall designate a qualified npresentative with 
experience In landscape maintenance/construcUon u~.grades or when 
applicable In tree management The worl<forca shell be comp!lent and qualified, 
and shall be legally authorized to v.ork in the U.S. I 
License and Permits: Conttactor shall maintain a Lan<(scape Conttectofs 
license, ~ required by State or local law, and v.111 comply ~lh all other license 
and permit requirements of the City, State and Federal G] oliemments, as well 
as all other requirements of law. 

Taxu: Contractor agrees to pay all applicable taxes, Incl ng sales tax where 
appllcable on mater1al supplied. I 
Insurance: Con!tactor agrees to provide General liability lnsunince, 
Automotive Liability Insurance, Worke(s Compensation t~'aurance, and any 
other Insurance required ~ law or Client/ Owner, as specified In V>!'iting prior to 
commencement of work. If not specified, Contraclor V.ill ruJ sh Insurance v.lth 
$1,000,000 limit of liability. 

Llablllty: Contractor ahall Indemnify the Client/Owner d Its agents and 
employees from and against any third party htilities that arise out of 
Contractor's work to the ex1ent such liabilitias are adjud1:1rted to have been 
caused ~ Contrilcto(e nedigence or v.lllful mlacondJct. ~ontractor shall not 
be liable for any damage that occun; from Acts of God aro defined as those 
caused by v.lndstorm, ha8, ftre, ftood. ear1hquake, hurrlcen and freezing, etc. 
Under these circumstances, Contractor shall have the rlght to renegotiate the 
terms and prices of this egraement Vlithin sixty (60) days. r Illegal treepass, 
claims aod/or damages reaulUng from work requested thft is not on property 
owned by Client/Owner or not under Client/Owner rnana ant and control 
ehall be the sole responsibility of the Client/Owner. 

Subcontractora: Contrector reserves the right h hire qualified 
eubcontrectors to perform apedalized functions or work re'~uirlnsl specialized 
equipment [ 

Addlllon•I S•rvloes: Any addtional work not •hol\j in the above 
speclflcaUons lnvoMng extra coats Viii\ be executed cnly uf n signed written 
orders, and v.llt beoome an extra charge over and allaie the estimate. 

Access to Jobsffe: Client/Owner shall provide alt utilldls to perform the 
work. Client/Owner shall furnish access to all parts ol jobsi~ v.tiere Contractor 
is to perform work as required 1:1J the Contract or otho~ functiona related 
thereto, during normal business hours and other reaaonabls periodt of time. 
Contractor Viii\ perform the work as reasonably piactical "J the owner makes 
the elte available for performance of the work. 

10. Invoicing: Client/Ovmer shall make payment ID Contract Vlithln fifteen (15) 
days upon recelpl of Invoice. In the event the echedule r. the comple(!on of 
the work shall require more than tlirty (30) days, a prQIJ'es• bill v.111 be 
presented ~ month end and shall be paid v.tthln fifteen (15)1days upon receipt 
of Invoice. 1 

11. Terrnln1111on: This Work Order may be terminated by the Uher party with or 
Without cause, upon seven (7) work days advance Written nc ·ca. Cllent/OIM\er 
will be required to pay for all materials purchased and "'°']' completed to the 
date or teimlnatlon and reasonable charges Incurred In dem bilizing. 

12. Assignment The OMier/Cllent and the Contractor eapectively, bind 
themstlvEe, their partners, aucoessors, assignees an<! leg31 representative to 
the other party with respect to all covenants of this Agreerpent Neither the 
Owner/Client nor the Contractor shall assign or ttanafer QJl'I interest In this 
Agreement Vlithout the written consent of the other provided, however, that 
consent shall not be required to assign this Agreement to m\y company which 
controls, Is controlled l:l'J, or Is under common control w;t(, Contractor or In 
comecliOll with assignment to an alfifate or puniuant lo a m~rger, sale of aU or 
substantially all of l1s assets or equity securitiet, consolk ation, change of 
control or corporate reorganization. 

13. Olsolalmer: This proposal was estimated and priced based upon a site visit 
and visual Inspection from ground level using ordnary mtll~, at or about the 
time thla proposal was prepared. The price quoted In thi proposal for the 
work de6crlbed, Is the rea\At of that ground level viaUlll ins~r on and therefore 
our company Viii\ not be liable for any addtional costsJ_ or damages for 
addllonal work not described herein, or lable for eny ~·denll/aocldents 
res"ling lrom conditions, that were not ascertalnable l1f aid ground level 
Visual Inspection ~ ordinary means at the Ume said IOlpectl was performed. 
Contractor cannot be held responsible for unknown or otherwise hidden 
delacta. Ally corrective work proposed herein cannot guara tee exact resulta. 
Professional engineering, architectural, and/or landacape design services 
("Design Services") are not Included in this Agreement nd shall not be 
provided by the Contractor. Fvrt design defecta In Iha Contmct Documents are 
the sole responsibility of the O\\ner. If the Cllen!IOMl~ must engage a 
Hcensed engineer, arehitect and/or landscape design prote}sionel. any costs 
concerning these Oeslgn Services are to be paid by the Client/Owner d recUy 
to the designer Involved. 

October 30, 2019 
Page2 of2 

14. Canoellatlon: Notice of Cancellation of work must be received In writing 
before the craw Is dispatched to their location or Client/Owner will be liable for 
a minimum travel ch•'ll• ol $150.00 and bJlled to Cll&nt/OWner. 

The following sections shalt apply where Contractor provides Customer with tree 
care services: 

U. Tree & Slump Removal: Trees removed will be cut as close to the ground as 
posalble based on con<ffons to or next to the bottom or the tree trunk. Ad<itionlli 
chargee Vlill be levled for unseen hazards 1uch ea, but not Nmited to concrete 
brick filled trunka, metal rods, etc. If requealed mechanical griming of vlelbla tree 
stump will be done to a defined width and depth below ground level at an 
addiUonal charge to the CllenVOWner. Defined bacl<lill and landscape material 
may be specified. CllenUOwner shall be responsible for contacting Underground 
Service Alert to locate underground utility lines prior to start or work. Conttactor is 
not responsible damage done to underground utilities such as but not limited to, 
cables, \\ires, plpee, and Irrigation parts. Contractor "1A repair damaged Irrigation 
Unes at the Client/O..ne(e eJCpense. 

11. Waiver of Liability: Requests for crown thlMlng In exceas of twenty-five percent 
(25%) or work not In accordance with ISA (International Society of Atborlculturel) 
standards Viii\ require a signed waiver of llablllty. 

Acceptance of this Contract 
Contractor Is authorized to perform the work stated on the face of this Contract 
Payment IMll be 100% due et time of billing. If payment has not been received 1:1J 
BrlghtVlew within fifteen (15) days alter billing, BrightVlew shall be entitted to all costs 
of collection, Including rea1onable attorneys' feea and It shall be relieved d any 
obllga~on to continua performance under this or any other Conttact with Client/Owner. 
Interest at a par annum rate of 1.5% per month (18% per year), or the highest rate 
permitted by law, may be charged on unpaid balance 30 days after bilUng. 

NOTICE: FAILURE TO MAKE PAYMENT 'MiEN DUE FOR COMPLETED W'.>RK ON 
CONSTRUCTION JOBS, MAY RESULT IN A MECHANIC'S LIEN ON THE TITLE TO 
YOUR PROPERTY 

Custom er 

Manager 

Dennis Baldis October 30, 2019 

Doi• 

BrightVlew Tree Care Services, Inc. "BrightView• 

Associate Production Manager 

T"• 

William John Bastida October 30, 2019 
Prinltd -

Job#: 493001017 Proposed Price: $4,800.00 

SO# 7071060 
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EAST HOMESTEAD CDD 

FIELD REPORT 

G~S 
c;o..,.1"men1 I 

M .. n•o•menl S•""''• 

Meeting November 8, 2019 
Governmental Management Services-South Florida, LLC 

5385 N. Nob Hill Road Sunrise, FL 33351 



FIELD DIVISION REPORT 
Dennis Baldis Chris Segui 
dbaldis@gmssf.com CSegui@gmssf.com 

Cell Phone# 954 520-05 l 5 305-906-2654 

LANDSCAPE 

• Brightview (BV} provided scheduled services during the month of October and the estimated 

time that will be provided in November as described in Exhibit A. Additionally within the same 

exhibit, a copy of the latest wet check has been included . 

Lakes 

I -

• Lake Management services was provided by Eco-Blue Aquatic. Service was performed on , ·-·. 

October 18 and October 24 as indicated by the vendor,· ri,ex(service will be provided on 

November 6 and November 13. Service Report provic;led a;·Exhibit 8. 
• ~· • • ' > . • • 

• It was mentioned that part of the vegetation sprayed on the Lake' #2 between Capri and 

Barbados was made by Eco Blue as part of the t reatment to control the unwanted 

vegetation in the ecosystem. 

FE RT/LIZA TION 

• Treated 14 hardwood trees for fungus due to excessive water. 
• Granual fertilizer on all flower beds in common areas. 
• 600 gallon carbon 21 liquid fertilizer in stressed flower beds. 
• 2 applications of weed control throughout property. 
• Treated turf grass throughout property with Respo fuel and Element 6 for turf grass stress. 

M ISCELLANEOUS 

• Work for fountains on lake 4 (between Fiji and Aruba) Lake 8 (between Antillean and 

Martinique) pending for the electric connection. Those fountains have passed all 

inspections, it is only the electricity to be connected by Homestead Electrical. 

Governmental Management Services-South Florida, LLC 
5385 N. Nob Hill Road Sunrise, FL 33351 2 1P a g e 

" -· 1 
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FIELD DIVISION REPORT 
Dennis Baldis Chris Segui 
dbaldis@gmssf.com CSegui@gmssf.com 

Cell Phone# 954 520-05 15 305-906-2654 

Permits for lake #9 (between Bali and Mirage) and lake #3 (between Caribbean and 

Atlantis) were obtained. 

• The Vendor already started to work on the water fountains on Lake #9 (between Bali on 

Mirage) and Lake #3 between Caribbean and Atlantis. 

• Brightview provided the proposal to install an 8' to 9' Silvester palm at Belize entrance. 

Exhibit C. Board needs to provide direction. 

• The Vendor repaired one of the A/C units in the Clubhouse. 

• As for the inspections performed by the District's Engineer, the District started repairs on 

the manholes that are located on the lakes of Barbados, Aruba and Bali. Work is scheduled 

to be finished before the meeting. Pictures will be provided as available. 

• At the last meeting the District was informed about a broken sidewalk on the exit of the gate of 

152"d Ave. The sidewalk on 152"d was repaired on October 30, 2019. 

Governmental Management Services-South Florida, LLC 

5385 N. Nob Hill Road Sunrise, FL 33351 3I Pag e 



FIELD DIVISION REPORT 
Dennis Baldis Chris Segui 
dbaldis@gmssf.com CScgui@gmssf.com 

Cell Phone# 954 520-0515 305-906-2654 

• Property 120 NE 261h Ave in Capri with palm trees planted on the berm of COD property by Lake 

#2. The propeorty was inspected on October 31, 2019 and none ofthe pa lms have been 

removed. Regu lar and Certified letter to the property owners was mailed on Nov. 1, 2019 

Pressure cleaning around the community was completed by People's Choice. 

Governmental Management Services-South Florida, LLC 
5385 N. Nob Hill Road Sunrise, FL 33351 4 1 Pa ge 



FIELD DTVISION REPORT 
Dennis Baldis Chris Segui 
dbaldis@gmssf.com CSegui@gmssf.com 

Cell Phone# 954 520-0515 305-906-2654 

• The District confirmed that the damaged guardrail on the lake between Barbados and 

At lantis has been replaced for new one. 

• Holiday Decorations on the Clubhouse and the 4 monuments were installed by Christmas 

Design. 

It is important to clearly define w here those decorations will be lighted up. Board to provide direction 

Governmental Management Services-South Florida, LLC 
5385 N. Nob Hill Road Sunrise, FL 33351 SI P age 



Isles of Oasis 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday ---Frid-ay_____ Saturday ' 

1 I 

Wet Check 
10 11 15 

Trimming 
...._ -,.·. -:f ll'"AR :O. OQ'I' 

~--- ~ 

- ~ 
17 18 j 22 23 

Trimming Trimming 

24 25 29 30 

Trimming 



B r1g t 1ew 
4155 East Mowry Dr. Homestead FL 33033 

Ph: (305) 258-8011. Fax: (305) 258-0809 

Date: October 7, 201 9 Time: 9:00pm 
Job Name: Oasis Water Management: 

Job Address: 171 NE 30 Road Program A: see below 

Homestead FL, 33033 Program B: 

Attention: Adjustments: 

Servicing Tech: Wet Check for October 
Esau Diego 

Re E:ort [!re[!ared by: : 

Liz Romero 

Scope of Work I Labor & Materials 

Timer 1 Timer 2 Timer 3 

Program A: Mon. Wed. and Fri. @ 9:00pm Program A: Mon. Wed. Fri.@ 8:00pm Program A: Mon. Wed. and Fri. @ 9:00pm 

Program C: Tues. Thurs. Sat. @ 4am annuals Program C: Tue. Thu. Sat. @ 4:00am Program C: Tues. Thurs. Sat. @ 4am annuals 

Repairs As Per Contract Repairs As Per Contract Repaired Broken Mainline. $495.00 

Zone4:Replaced broken pop-up. Zone3:Replaced 1 bad rotor notturning. 

Zone7:Replaced broken rotors. Zone7:Re laced 1 bad rotor not turning. 

ZoneS:Replaced 3 clogged nozzles. Zone19:Replaced 2 broken pop-up. 

Zone1 1: Replaced 4 clogged nozzles. Zone20: Need to replace bad valve not closing. 

Zone13:Replaced bad rotor not turning. Zone22:Replaced one broken pop-up. 

Zone16:Replaced 3 clogged nozzles. Zone25:Replaced 1 broken pop-up. 

Zone18: Ok Zone30:Replaced 1 bad rotor nor turning. 

Zone21:Replaced 2 broken rotors. Zone40:Replaced 2broken rotors. Zone1 :Replaced 2 broken rotors. 

Zone23:Replaced 1 broken pop-up. Zone42:Repaired 2 broken funny pipe. Zone7:Need to repair broken pipe 2" by new sign. 

Zone24:Straight 3 rotors for better coverage. Zone45:Replaced 1 broken pop-up. Zone10-13:Replaced 3 broken rotors. 

Zone29:Replaced broken rotor. Rest of zone OK Zone24:Replaced 3 broken rotors. 

Zone33: Needto replac=e~b~a~d=-=d=ec=o=d=e=r~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--=Z=o~n~e~2=5~;R~e~p~l a=c=e=d~7~cl=o~g~ge=d==no=zz==le=s=·~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Zone not coming on . Zone40:Replaced 4 broken pop-up. 

Zone42:Replaced 1 broken pop-up. Zone42:Straight 9 pop-up for better water coverage. 

Zone43:Repaired 2 broken funny pipe. Zone48:Repaired broken funny pipe. 

Rest of zone OK 

Necessary Repairs Need further Approval 

Timer2: 

Need to replace bad valve not fully closing. 2" $450.00 

Timer3: 

Repaired broken mainline. $495.00 

Need to replace broken pipe 2" by new sign. $150.00 

Total Labor & Materials, including Sales Tax $1,095.00 

THIS IS NOT AN INVOICE 



SERVICE & INSPECTIO~u~!~~:e~M+ l~n~~~~b __ _ 

~ WATER TESTING (COMBINED AVERAGE) 

TEMPERATURE H20 \e w °F 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN __..~-ppm 

pH READING 

WATER CLARIYY 

WATER LEVEL 

ACCOUNT#: DATE: 10 - l'b -\ 6\ 
WEATHER CONDITIONS: ~S.=ll~"~~~"'"--1}.------------

REMARKS: ___ -"--"">===-==->.._~.._......._,__,_,.,,.___,~'--l...::'-"""-"'-=...;=-------------------

~ LAKE MANAGEMENT 

ril ALGAE CONTROL 

o GRASSES & EMERGENTS 

j(l SUBMERSED AQUATICS 

~LOATING PLANTS 

o INSPECTION 

Lake(s): 4 
1 
b 1 (, 1 

± 1 1/\ 1 I 0 
Lake(s): ---------- ---------
Lake(s): -'='-+• r-I ~5"-.1r-l,-'F-t-1 ~-l._,(--£.'i ..... , ~°!--+I ~l _o ........... ______ _ 
Lake(s): _l.\__.._+..,,.'i-.---~lr~\1-1--'-r-~~"'-+-t-q~li---I O _______ _ 

\ \ 
Lake(s): --------------------

D DEBRIS I .\ j \ 
REMARKS: Wo 91.f P"j {..t.o •. ,}rv''<L '"\c 

Lake(s) : \ \-
e._o~"lU-; ~ rtin-.d WO.ti(\ ll-"'-(, G..l>(!lh\~'\\ 

0 WETLAND AREA MAINTENACE 

o INVASIVE/ EXOTIC SPECIES 

o GRASSES 

o VINES 

WETLAND(S) #: -----------------
0 HERBICIDE TREATMENT 

o MANUAL REMOVAL 

o INSPECTION 

o DEBRIS 

REMOVAL 

REMARKS:---------------------------------------

0 LITTORAL SHELF 

o SHORELINE GRASSES & EMERGENTS 

o FLOATING PLANTS 

o INVASIVE/ EXOTIC SPECIES 

SHELVES#: -------------------
0 HERBICIDE TREATMENT 

o MANUAL REMOVAL 

o INSPECTION 

o DEBRIS 

REMOVAL 

REMARKS: ______________________________________ _ 

0 MOSQUITO/ MIDGE LARVAE CONTROL 

o INSECTICIDE TREATMENT 

LAKE(S): __________________ _ 

o INSPECTION 

REMARKS:---------------------------------------
FISH & WILDLIFE OBSERVATIONS 
FISH: )i!'Bass o Bream o Catfish -e-Tilapia o Grass carp '111.Mosquitotish o Shad 

BIRDS: #uck o Wood stork ~horebird o Wading bird o Songbird D Vulture o Gallinule 

REPTILES: o Alligator o Snake 'fl Turtle o Tortoise o Lizard o Amphibians o Insects 

NATIVE PLANTS NOTED 

o Cypress o Wax myrtle o FL Pine o Red Maple o Waterlily o Mangrove o Pond Apple oOak 

oCocoplum o Bulrush o Blue flag iris o Strangler fig o Arrowhead o Plckerelweed o Thalia o Palms 

oGolden Canna o Spikerush o Buttonbush o Eelgrass o Cordgrass o Fakahatcheegrass o Spatterdock o Ferns 

oBaby tears o Naiad o Chara o Duckweed o Bladderwort o Pondweed o Slender spikerush o Bacopa 

INVASIVE & EXOTIC PLANTS NOTED 

o Brazllian pepper o Melaleuca o Pennywort o Bischofia o Earleaf Acacia o Australian pine o Shoebutton o Sedge 

o Climbing Fern o Air potato o Torpedograss o Azolla o Salvinia o Floating Hearts o Primrose O Hydrilla 

o Lantana o Alligatorweed o Hygrophllla o Water Lettuce o Water Hyacinth o Downy rose myrtle o Java plum o Cattail 

Remarks: 



SERVICE & INSPECTION REPORT \ \ I 
CUSTOMER: lAS"T Ht>k4S'i~-----

®... WATER TESTING (COMBINED AVERAGE) 

TEMPERATURE H20 (,,~ °F 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN (d I ppm 
pH READING 

WATER CLARIYY 

WATER LEVEL 

~ LAKE MANAGEMENT 

o ALGAE CONTROL 

~ 

o GRASSES & EMERGENTS 

o SUBMERSED AQUATICS 

o FLOATING PLANTS 

fl-INSPECTION 

11 DEBRIS 

REMARKS: jJJe 1'4 ~f1Vt.. 

0 WETLAND AREA MAINTENACE 

o INVASIVE/ EXOTIC SPECIES 

o GRASSES 

o VINES 

ACCOUNT#: _ _____ DATE: to ~ (.,y ._ t°' 
WEATHER CONDITIONS: -~=-"Y''"""co~n--'-'-i<-4-----------

f 

o High '!ill Average o Low 

o High <ti, Average o Low 

o High ~Average o Low 

~Average o Low 

«t.Average o Low 

Lake(s): --------------------

Lake(s) : - ----- -------------

Lake(s): -------------------

Lake(s): -------------------
Lake(s): I l. ') 
Lake(s) : l, 1. ;3 
;"'dvJi"'J 

WETLAND(S) #: -----------------
0 HERBICIDE TREATMENT 

o MANUAL REMOVAL 

o INSPECTION 

o DEBRIS 

REMOVAL 

REMARKS:------ ---------------------------------

0 LITTORAL SHELF 

o SHORELINE GRASSES & EMERGENTS 

o FLOATING PLANTS 

o INVASIVE/ EXOTIC SPECIES 

SHELVES#: ---------------------
0 HERBICIDE TREATMENT 

o MANUAL REMOVAL 

o INSPECTION 

o DEBRIS 

REMOVAL 

REMARKS: ______________________________________ _ 

0 MOSQUITO/ MIDGE LARVAE CONTROL 

o INSECTICIDE TREATMENT 

LAKE(S): __________________ _ 

o INSPECTION 
REMARKS: _____________________________________ _ 

FISH & WILDLIFE OBSERVATIONS 
FISH: ~Bass o Bream o Catfish trTilapia o Grass carp o Mosquitofish o Shad 

BIRDS: ~uck o Wood stork ii!l-Shorebird O'.'Jading bird o Songbird 0 Vulture o Gallinule 

REPTILES: oAlligator o Snake jtTUrtle o Tortoise o Lizard o Amphibians ~ Insects 

NATIVE PLANTS NOTED 

o Cypress o Wax myrtle o FL Pine o Red Maple o Waterlily o Mangrove o Pond Apple oOak 

o Cocoplum o Bulrush o Blue flag Iris o Strangler fig o Arrowhead o Pickerelw eed o Thalia o Palms 

oGolden Canna o Spikerush o Buttonbush o Eelgrass o Cordgrass o Fa kahatcheegrass o Spatterdock 0 Ferns 

o Baby tears o Naiad o Chara o Duckweed o Bladderwort o Pondweed o Slender spike rush o Bacopa 

INVASIVE & EXOTIC PLANTS NOTED 

oBrazilian pepper o Melaleuca o Pennywort o Bischofia o Earleaf Acacia o Australian pine o Shoebutton o Sedge 

o Climbing Fern o Air potato o Torpedograss o Azolla o Salvlnia o Floating Hearts o Primrose D Hydrilla 

o Lantana o Alligatorweed o Hygrophllia o Water lettuce o Water Hyacinth o Downy rose myrtle o Java plum o Cattail 

Remarks: 



Bright View ~ October 21, 2019 

l andscape Services 

Property Name 
Property Address 

Proposal for Extra Work at 
Oasis - East Homestead COD 

Oasis - East Homestead CDD 

128 SE 28th Terrace 
Homestead , FL 33033 

Contact 

To 

Billing Address 

Luis Hernandez 

East Homestead CDD (Oasis) 

5385 N Nob Hill Rd 
Sunrise , FL 33351 

Project Name Belize Entry (install Sylvester palm) 

Project Description Installation of Sylvester Palm at Belize Entrance 

QTY 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

UoM/Size 

EACH 

EACH 

LUMP SUM 

For Internal use only 

SO# 
JOB# 

Service Line 

7070624 
352100030 

130 

Material/Description 

8' to 9' Sylvester palms 

staking material 

Scope of Work 

hand watering (up to 14 times) 

THIS IS NOT AN INVOICE 

Unit Price 

$2,743.00 

$58.74 

$400.00 

Total Price 

This proposal is valid for 60 days unless otherwise approved by BrightView Landscape Services, Inc. 
4155 E Mowry Dr, Homestead, FL 33030 ph. (305) 258-8011 fa< (305) 258-0809 

Page 1 of 2 

Total 

$2,743.00 

$58.74 

$400.00 

$3,201.74 



TERMS & CONDITIONS 
1. The Contractor shall recognize and perform in accordance with written terms, 

written specifications and drawings only1 contained or referred to herein. AJI 
materials shall conform to bid specifications. 

2. Work Force: Contractor shall designate a qualified representative 11.ith 
experience In landscape maintenance/construction upgrades or when 
applicable in tree management. The workforce shall be competent and qualified, 
and shall be legally authorized to work In the U.S. 

3. License and Permits: Contractor shall maintain a Landscape Contractor's 
license, if required by State or local law, and II.ill comply with all other license 
and permit requirements of the City, State and Federal Governments, as well 
as all other requirements of law. 

4. Taxes: Contractor agrees to pay all applicable taxes, Including sales tax where 
applicable on material suppled. 

5. Insurance: Contractor agrees to provide General Liability insurance, 
Automotive Liability Insurance, Worker's Compensation Insurance, and any 
other Insurance required by law or ClienV Owner, as specified in writing prior to 
commencement of work. If not specified, Contractor will furnish Insurance with 
$1,000,000 limit of liability. 

6. Liability: Contractor shall indemnify the ClienVOwner and its agents and 
employees from and against any third party liabilities that arise out of 
Contractor's work to the extent such liabilities are adjudicated to have been 
caused by Contractor's negligence or willful misconduct. Contractor shall not 
be liable for any damage that occurs from Acts of God are defined as those 
caused by windstorm, hall, fire, fiood, earthquake, hurricane and freezing, etc. 
Under these circumstances, Contractor shall have the right to renegotiate the 
terms and prices of this agreement within sixty (60) days. Any illegal trespass, 
claims and/or damages resulting from work requested that is not on property 
owned by Client!Otmer or not under Client/Owner management and control 
shall be the sole respcnsibility of the ClienVOWner. 

7. Subcontractors: Contractor reserves the right to hire qualified 
subcontractors to perform specialized functions or work requiring specialized 
equipment. 

8. Additional Services: Any additional work not shown in the above 
specifications involving extra costs will be executed only upon signed written 
orders, and 'Nill become an extra charge aver and above the estimate, 

9. Access to Jobsite: CllenVOWner shall provide all utilities to perform the 
work. ClienVOwner shall furnish access to all parts of jobsite where Contractor 
is to perform work as required by the Contract or other functions related 
thereto, during normal business hours and other reasonable periods of time. 
Contractor 'Will perform the work as reasonably practical after the owner makes 
the s ite available for performance of the work. 

10. Invoicing: CllenVOwner shall make payment to Contractor within fifteen (15) 
days upon receipt of invoice. In the event the schedule for the completion of 
the work shall require more than thirty (30) days, a progress bill will be 
presented by month end and shall be paid within fifteen (15) days upon receipt 
of invoice. 

11 . Termination: This Work Order may be terminated by the either party with or 
without cause, upon seven (7) work days advance written notice. CllenVOWner 
will be required to pay for all materials purchased and work completed to the 
date of termination and reasonable charges Incurred in demobilizing. 

12. Assignment: The Owner/Cl ient and the Contractor respectively, bind 
themselves, their partners, successors, assignees and legal representative to 
lhe other party 'Mth respect to all covenants of this Agreement. Neither the 
Owner/Client nor the Contractor shall assign or transfer any interest in this 
Agreement without the written consent of the other provided, however, that 
consent shall not be required to assign this Agreement to any company which 
controls1 is controlled by 1 or is under common control with Contractor or fn 
connection with assignment to an affiliate or pursuant to a merger, sale of all or 
substantially all of Its assets or equity securities, consolidation, change of 
control or corporate reorganization. 

13. Disclaimer: This proposal was estlmated and priced based upon a site visit 
and visual Inspection from ground level using ordinary means, at or about the 
time this proposal was prepared. The price quoted in this proposal for the 
work described, is the result of that ground level visual inspection and therefore 
our company will not be liable for any additional costs or damages for 
additional work not described herein, or liable for any Incidents/accidents 
resulting from conditions1 that were not ascertainable by said ground level 
visual Inspection by ordinary means at the time said Inspection was performed. 
Contractor cannot be held responsible for unknown or otherwise hidden 
defects. Any corrective work proposed herein cannot guarantee exact results. 
Professional engineering, architectural, and/or landscape design services 
("Design Services") are not Included In this Agreement and shall not be 
provided by the Contractor. Any design defects in the Contract Documents are 
the sole respcnslbillty of the Owner. If the CllenVOwner must engage a 
licensed engineer, architect and/or landscape design professional, any costs 
concerning these Design Services are to be paid by the CllenVOwner directly 
to the designer involved. 

October21, 2019 

Page 2 of 2 

14. Cancellation: Notice of Cancellation of work must be received in writing 
before the crew is dispatched to their location or ClienVOwner will be liable for 
a minimum travel charge of$150.00 and billed to CllenVOwner. 

The following sections shall apply where Contractor provides Customer with tree 
care services: 

15. Tree & Stump Removal: Trees removed will be cut as dose to the ground as 
possible based on conditions to or next to the bottom of the tree trunk Additional 
charges will be levied for unseen hazards such as, but not limited to concrete 
brick filled trunks, metal rods, etc. If requested mechanical grinding of visible tree 
stump will be done to a defined \\idth and depth below ground level at an 
additional charge to the Client/Owner. Defined backfill and landscape material 
may be specified ClienVOwner shall be responsible for contacting Underground 
Service Alert to locate underground utility lines prior to start of work. Contractor is 
not responsible damage done to underground utilities such as but not llmited to, 
cables, wires, r;jpes, and Irrigation parts. Contractor will repair damaged irrigation 
lines at the CllenVOwne~s expense. 

16. Waiver of Liability: Requests for crown thinning in excess of twenty-five percent 
(25%) or work not In accordance -Mth ISA (international Society of Arborlcultural) 
standards will require a signed waiver of liability. 

Acceptance of this Contract 
Contractor Is authorized to perform the work stated on the face of this Contract. 
Payment will be 100% due at time of billing. If payment has not been received by 
BrightView within fifteen (15) days after billing, BrightVlew shal l be entitled to all costs 
of collection, Inducting reasonable attorneys' fees and it shall be relieved of any 
obligation to continue performance under this or any other Contract with ClienVOwner. 
Interest at a per annum rate of 1,5% per month (18% per year), or the highest rate 
permitted by law, may be charged on unpaid balance 30 days after billing. 

NOTICE: FAILURE TO MAKE PAYMENT WHEN DUE FOR COMPLETED V\/ORK ON 
CONSTRUCTION JOBS, MAY RESULT IN A MECHANIC'S LIEN ON THE TITLE TO 
YOUR PROPERTY 

Customer 

Property Manager 
Signature Tille 

Luis Hernandez October 21, 2019 
Prio!ed Name Dato 

BrightView Landscape Services, Inc. "BrightView" 

Account Manager, Senior 
Sigr1<1ture 

Vincent Fernandez 
Pnnlcd Name 

Job#: 

SO# 

352100030 
7070624 

October 21, 2019 
Dalo 

Proposed Pnce: $3,201 .74 



EAST HOMESTEAD 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

Summar~ of Invoices 
November 8, 2019 

Fund Date Check No.s Amount 

General 10/11/19 3007-3024 $ 122,646.65 

10/14/19 3025-3026 $ 650.00 

10/23/19 3027-3035 $ 16,416.72 

10/29/19 3036-3040 $ 11,683.90 

10/31/19 3041-3045 $ 2,852.65 

Total Invoices for Approval $ 154,249.92 



AP300R 
*** CHECK NOS. 003007-050000 

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER 
EAST HOMESTEAD - GENERAL FUND 

RUN 11/01/19 PAGE 1 

BANK A EAST HOMESTEAD - GF 

CHECK VEND# ..... INVOICE ........ EXPENSED TO... VENDOR NAME 
DATE DATE INVOICE YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB SUBCLASS 

10/11/19 00175 

10/11/19 00002 

9/01/19 0908-003 201908 320-57200-49100 
OASIS CLUBHSE GYM EXPANSI 

ADSUM GROUP LLC 

8/31/19 158215 201908 310-51300-31500 
ATTORNEY FEES 8/19 

BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO 

10/11/19 00107 10/01/19 39788 201910 320-57200-45300 
POOL SVCS CHEMICALS INCL 

10/01/19 39788 201910 320-57200-45302 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
10/11/19 00145 9/01/19 

9/01/19 

9/25/19 

9/25/19 

9/26/19 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
10/11/19 00174 7/29/19 

8/08/19 

8/20/19 

8/26/19 

8/29/19 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
10/11/19 00034 9/26/19 

9/26/19 

9/26/19 

9/26/19 

SPLASH KIDS SVC 
BLUE MAGIC POOL SERVICES 

6511144 201909 320-53800-46200 
LANDSCAPE MAINT 9/19 

6511144 201909 320-57200-46200 
LANDSCAPE MAINT 9/19 

6526120 201909 320-53800-46200 
JUNE/JULY/AUG 2019 SVC 

6526127 201909 320-53800-46205 
BACKHOE ONSITE POST HURRI 

6534057 201909 320-53800-46205 
CROTON"SLOPPY PAINTERS" 

BRIGHTVIEW LANDSCAPE SERVICES, INC. 

1436250 201907 320-53800-46801 
STORMWATER/CULVERT CLEAN 

1437409 201908 320-53800-46801 
STORMWATER/CULVERT CLEAN 

1439021 201908 320-53800-46801 
STORMWATER/CULVERT CLEAN 

1438253 201908 320-53800-46801 
STORMWATER/CULVERT CLEAN 

1439018 201908 320-53800-46801 
STORMWATER/CULVERT CLEAN 

CLIFF BERRY, INCORPORATED 

092019 201909 320-53800-43000 
ELECTRIC 9/19 

092019 201909 320-57200-43000 
ELECTRIC 9/19 

092019 201909 320-57200-43100 
ELECTRIC 9/19 

092019 201909 320-57200-43200 
ELECTRIC 9/19 

CITY OF HOMESTEAD 

EH EAST HOME SROSINA 

STATUS AMOUNT .... CHECK ..... 
AMOUNT # 

* 5,750.00 

5,750.00 003007 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 4,040.00 

4,040.00 003008 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 3,550.00 

* 500.00 

4,050.00 003009 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 22,688.58 

* 2,392.50 

* 3,690.00 

* 2,395.00 

* 55.79 

31,221.87 003010 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 3,650.00 

* 2,750.00 

* 3,239.00 

* 3,075.00 

* 2,950.00 

15,664.00 003011 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 3,030.28 

* 6,155.82 

* 489.58 

* 980.46 

10,656.14 003012 



AP300R 
*** CHECK NOS. 003007-050000 

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER 
EAST HOMESTEAD - GENERAL FUND 
BANK A EAST HOMESTEAD - GF 

CHECK VEND# ..... INVOICE ........ EXPENSED TO... VENDOR NAME 
DATE DATE INVOICE YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB SUBCLASS 

10/11/19 00065 9/28/19 0791174- 201910 320-57200-41000 
SVCS 09/28 THRU 11/07/19 

COMCAST 

10/11/19 00026 10/01/19 3186 201910 320-53800-46800 
LAKE MAINT 10/2019 

ECO BLUE AQUATIC SERVICES, INC. 

10/11/19 00061 9/02/19 683363 201910 320-53800-34500 
MONITOR SVC 10/01-10/31 

9/02/19 683363 201910 320-57200-34503 
MONITOR SVC 10/01-10/31 

ENVERA SYSTEMS 

10/11/19 00003 9/24/19 6-746-63 201909 310-51300-42000 
DELIVERIES THRU 9/2019 

10/01/19 6-753-66 201909 310-51300-42000 
DELIVERIES THRU 9/19 

FED EX 

10/11/19 00119 8/26/19 40944 201908 320-57200-46001 

10/11/19 00018 

REPAIRS/MAINT 
8/26/19 41177 201908 320-57200-46001 

REPAIRS/INSTALL PADS/PART 
10/01/19 41337 201910 320-57200-46001 

ROUTINE PREVENTION MAINT 
FITNESS SOLUTION 

9/20/19 0097515- 201909 310-51300-31100 
SVCS THRU 9/20/19 

FORD ENGINEERS, INC. 

10/11/19 00169 

10/11/19 00086 

9/27/19 66630 201909 320-57200-34501 
SECURITY OFFICER 

FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE INC. 

9/30/19 01-39041 201909 320-57200-46005 
INSIDE SPRAY 9/10/19 

GLOBAL PEST CONTROL & LAWN CARE 

10/11/19 00009 9/15/19 336 201910 310-51300-31400 
ASSESSMENT ROLL CERT FY20 

10/01/19 337 201910 310-51300-34000 
MANAGEMENT FEES 10/19 

10/01/19 337 201910 310-51300-44000 
RENT 

EH EAST HOME SROSINA 

STATUS 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

RUN 11/01/19 

AMOUNT 

419.22 

906.67 

847.00 

1,548.00 

78.00 

38.61 

226.28 

763.57 

75.00 

1,255.00 

159.00 

85.00 

2,000.00 

3,688.25 

200.00 

PAGE 2 

.... CHECK ..... 
AMOUNT # 

419.22 003013 

906.67 003014 

2,395.00 003015 

116.61 003016 

1,064.85 003017 

1,255.00 003018 

159.00 003019 

85.00 003020 



AP300R 
*** CHECK NOS. 003007-050000 

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER 
EAST HOMESTEAD - GENERAL FUND 
BANK A EAST HOMESTEAD - GF 

CHECK VEND# ..... INVOICE ........ EXPENSED TO... VENDOR NAME 
DATE DATE INVOICE YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB SUBCLASS 

10/01/19 337 201910 310-51300-35100 
COMPUTER TIME 

10/01/19 337 201910 310-51300-31300 
DISSEMINATION AGENT SVCS 

10/01/19 337 201910 320-53800-49300 
WEBSITE ADMINISTRATION 

10/01/19 337 201910 310-51300-51000 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 

10/01/19 337 201910 310-51300-42000 
POSTAGE AND DELVIERY 

10/01/19 337 201910 310-51300-42500 
COPIES 

10/01/19 338 201910 320-53800-34000 
FIELD SVCS - 10/2019 

10/01/19 339 201910 300-20700-10200 
DISSEMINATION AGT SVC OCT 

10/01/19 339 201910 700-51700-73000 
DISSEMINATION AGT SVC OCT 

10/01/19 339 201910 700-13100-10000 
DISSEMINATION AGT SVC OCT 

GOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES -

10/11/19 00161 8/23/19 INV-0199 201910 320-57200-34000 
MGMT FEES 10/19 

8/29/19 INV-0201 201908 320-57200-46000 
ADD'L STAFFING 8/19 

10/01/19 INV-0205 201910 320-57200-52000 
REIMBURSEMENT SUPPLIES 

NFC AMENITY MANAGEMENT 

10/11/19 00067 9/26/19 00102311 201908 320-57200-52000 
SUPPLIES 8/07/19 

SPECTRUM PAINT CENTER 

10/11/19 00161 4/23/19 INV-0183 201908 320-57200-34000 
MANAGEMENT FEES 

NFC AMENITY MANAGEMENT 

10/14/19 00178 10/11/19 101119 201910 300-36200-10200 
REFUND DEPOSIT 

KERI-ANN MCCANTS 

10/14/19 00179 10/11/19 10112019 201910 300-36200-10200 
REFUND DEPOSIT 

CLINTON PEARCE 

EH EAST HOME SROSINA 

STATUS 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

RUN 11/01/19 

AMOUNT 

83.33 

312.50 

208.33 

24.55 

21.60 

322.10 

1,847.33 

104.17 

104.17 

104.17-

17,614.00 

484.00 

49.60 

289.53 

17,614.00 

500.00 

150.00 

PAGE 3 

.... CHECK ..... 
AMOUNT # 

8,812.16 003021 

18,147.60 003022 

289.53 003023 

17,614.00 003024 

500.00 003025 

150.00 003026 



AP300R 
*** CHECK NOS. 003007-050000 

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER 
EAST HOMESTEAD - GENERAL FUND 

RUN 11/01/19 PAGE 4 

BANK A EAST HOMESTEAD - GF 

CHECK VEND# ..... INVOICE ........ EXPENSED TO... VENDOR NAME 
DATE DATE INVOICE YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB SUBCLASS 

10/23/19 00175 8/01/19 0908-002 201907 320-57200-49100 
OASIS CLUBHSE GYM EXPANSI 

ADSUM GROUP LLC 

10/23/19 00072 10/05/19 002 0446 201910 320-57200-41000 
SVCS 10/05 THRU 11/04/19 

AT&T 

10/23/19 00107 10/14/19 39993 201910 320-57200-45301 
REPLC PUMP BODY SPA 

10/14/19 39995 201910 320-57200-45301 
REPLC MOTOR+SEAL SPA PUMP 

BLUE MAGIC POOL SERVICES 

10/23/19 00129 10/16/19 INV-0294 201910 320-57200-52000 
JANITORIAL 

EZ CLEANING SUPPLIES, LLC 

10/23/19 00018 10/04/19 0097601- 201910 310-51300-31100 
SVCS THRU 10/2019 

FORD ENGINEERS, INC. 

10/23/19 00086 10/22/19 01-39250 201910 320-57200-46005 
INSIDE SPRAY 11 

GLOBAL PEST CONTROL & LAWN CARE 

10/23/19 00161 10/14/19 INV-0206 201910 320-57200-52000 
REIMBURSEMENT SUPPLIES 

10/14/19 INV-0206 201910 320-57200-52000 
REIMBURSEMENT SUPPLIES 

NFC AMENITY MANAGEMENT 

10/23/19 00054 8/30/19 27583 201908 320-57200-46000 

10/23/19 00067 

CLUBHSE REPAIRS 
10/04/19 27635 201910 320-57200-45301 

CLUBHSE POOL & SPA REPAIR 
10/14/19 27648 201910 320-57200-46000 

CLUHSE REPAIRS/MAINT 
ORTIZ CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 

10/11/19 S0103258 201910 320-57200-52000 
SUPPLIES 10/19 

10/14/19 S0103284 201910 320-57200-52000 
SUPPLIES 10/19 

SPECTRUM PAINT CENTER 

EH EAST HOME SROSINA 

STATUS 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

AMOUNT .... CHECK ..... 
AMOUNT # 

7,125.00 

7,125.00 003027 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

263.26 

263.26 003028 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

395.00 

450.00 

845.00 003029 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

348.21 

348.21 003030 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

647.00 

647.00 003031 
- - - - - - - - - - - -

85.00 

- - - - - - - - - -
77.41 

140.44 

150.00 

6,140.00 

455.00 

62.08 

78.32 

85.00 003032 

217.85 003033 

6,745.00 003034 

140.40 003035 



AP300R 
*** CHECK NOS. 003007-050000 

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER 
EAST HOMESTEAD - GENERAL FUND 

RUN 11/01/19 PAGE 5 

BANK A EAST HOMESTEAD - GF 

CHECK VEND# ..... INVOICE ........ EXPENSED TO... VENDOR NAME 
DATE DATE INVOICE YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB SUBCLASS 

10/29/19 00005 

10/29/19 00002 

10/18/19 I0000432 201910 310-51300-48000 
NOTICE MEETING 10/28/19 

ALM MEDIA, LLC 

9/30/19 158673 201909 310-51300-31500 
SVCS THRU 09/19 

BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO 

10/29/19 00107 10/26/19 40245 201910 320-57200-45301 
REPLACE MOTOR/SEALS SPA 

11/01/19 40059 201911 320-57200-45300 
POOL SVCS CHEMICALS INCLU 

11/01/19 40059 201911 320-57200-45303 
SPLASH KIDS SVC 

BLUE MAGIC POOL SERVICES 

10/29/19 00003 10/22/19 6-775-83 201909 310-51300-42000 
DELIVERIES THRU 10/15/19 

FE DEX 

10/29/19 00054 10/14/19 27644 201910 320-53800-46002 
FIELD/SIGN DECOR MAINT 

10/25/19 27652 201910 320-53800-60000 
FIELD/SPECIAL PROJECT 

10/25/19 27655 201910 320-53800-46000 
FIELD/MONUMENTS MAINT/REP 

ORTIZ CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 

10/31/19 00132 10/15/19 K025494 201910 320-53800-49100 
VIOLATION 2019-K025494 

CLERK OF COURTS 

10/31/19 00018 10/18/19 0097683- 201910 310-51300-31100 
SVCS THRU 10/18/19 

FORD ENGINEERS, INC. 

10/31/19 00161 10/29/19 INV-0212 201910 320-57200-52000 
REIMB PURCHASES 

NFC AMENITY MANAGEMENT 

10/31/19 00054 10/30/19 27665 201909 320-57200-46002 
MAINT 9/19 

ORTIZ CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 

10/31/19 00063 10/30/19 102019 201910 320-57200-49400 
HALLOWEEN EVENT 

CASH 

EH EAST HOME 

TOTAL FOR BANK A 

SROSINA 

STATUS AMOUNT .... CHECK ..... 
AMOUNT # 

* 63. 78 

63.78 003036 
- - - - - - - - - -

* 3,799.00 

3,799.00 003037 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 450.00 

* 3,550.00 

* 500.00 

4,500.00 003038 
- - - - - - - - - -

* 46 .12 

46.12 003039 
- - - - - - - - - -

* 325.00 

* 1,750.00 

* 1,200.00 

3,275.00 003040 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 1,010.00 

1,010.00 003041 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 1,160.00 

1,160.00 003042 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 142.43 

142.43 003043 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 300.00 

300.00 003044 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 240.22 

240.22 003045 

154,249.92 



ASSESSED THROUGH COUNTY 

EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

Special Assessment Receipts 
Fiscal Year 2019 

$1,355,664.85 $854,398.07 $1,462,962.92 $3,673,025.84 
ASSESSED THROUGH COUNTY 

36.91% 23.26% 39.83% 100.00% 
.300.36300.10000 .700.36300.10000 .700.36300.10000 

I DATE DESCRIPTION GROSS AMOUNT DISC/PENALTY COMMISSIONS INTEREST NET RECEIPTS O&M Portion 2013A DSF Portion 2015A DSF Portion Total I 

10/19/18 6/1/18-10/13/18 $7,616.35 $376.24 $72.40 $0.00 $7,167.71 $2,645.51 $1,667.31 $2,854.89 $7,167.71 

11/20/18 11/1/18-11/9/18 $113,378.62 $4,535.16 $1,088.44 $0.00 $107,755.02 $39,770.94 $25,065.35 $42,918.73 $107,755.02 
11/30/18 11/10/18-11/23/18 $423,261.25 $16,930.56 $4,063.30 $0.00 $402,267.39 $148,471.53 $93,573.12 $160,222.74 $402,267.39 
12/10/18 11/24/18-11/30/18 $2,174,481.16 $86,979.30 $20,875.02 $0.00 $2,066,626.84 $762,764.40 $480,726.81 $823,135.63 $2,066,626.84 

12/21/18 12/01/18-12/14/18 $299,658.34 $11,474.06 $2,881.82 $0.00 $285,302.46 $105,301.33 $66,365.41 $113,635.72 $285,302.46 

01/14/19 11/02/18-12/31/18 $164,697.79 $5,669.56 $1,590.31 $0.00 $157,437.92 . $58,108.24 $36,622.30 $62,707.38 $157,437.92 
01/28/19 INTEREST $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,767.97 $1,767.97 ' $652.53 $411.25 $704.18 $1,767.97 

02/08/19 01/01/19-01/31/19 $191,074.21 $3,941.42 $1,871.32 $0.00 $185,261.47 $68,377.54 $43,094.45 $73,789.48 $185,261.47 

03/08/19 02/01/19-02/28/19 $57,920.89 $623.13 $572.97 $0.00 $56,724.79 $20,936.36 $13,194.99 $22,593.43 $56,724.79 

04/09/19 03/01/19-03/31/19 $84,522.92 $14.36 $845.10 $0.00 $83,663.46 $30,879.07 $19,461.31 $33,323.08 $83,663.46 

05/03/19 INTEREST $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $574.19 $574.19 $211.93 $133.56 $228.70 $574.19 

05/09/19 04/01/19-04/30/19 $54,358.70 ($1,065.37) $554.24 $0.00 $54,869.83 $20,251.72 $12,763.50 $21,854.60 $54,869.83 

06/10/19 05/01/19-05/31/19 $26,772.06 ($803.17) $275.75 $0.00 $27,299.48 $10,075.87 $6,350.25 $10,873.36 $27,299.48 

06/24/19 06/01/19-06/30/19 $75,283.55 ($3,387.79) $786.71 $0.00 $77,884.63 $28,746.18 $18,117.07 $31,021.38 $77,884.63 

07/23/19 INTEREST $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $546.09 $546.09 $201.55 $127.03 $217.51 $546.09 

I TOTAL $3,673,025.84 $12S,287.46 $35,477.38 $2,888.ZS $3,515,149.25 $1,297,394.71 $817,673.73 $1,400,080.81 $3,515,149.25 I 

Gross Collected 
Assessed on Roll: 100.00% 

GROSS AMOUNT ASSESSMENTS ASSESSMENTS AMOUNT 
ASSESSED PERCENTAGE COLLECTED TRANSFERRED TO BETFR. 

O&M $1,355,664.85 36.9087% $1,297,394. 71 ($1,297,394.71) $0.00 
EBT SERVICE 201: $854,398.07 23.2614% $817,673.73 ($817,673.73) ($0.00) 
EBT SERVICE 201: $1,462,962.92 39.8299% $1,400,080.81 ($1,400,080.81) $0.00 

I TOTAL $3,673,025.84 100.00% $3,515,149.25 ($3,515,149.25) $0.00 I 

TRANSFERS TO DEBT SERVICE: 

DATE CHECK# 2013A 2015A 
11/21/2018 2693/2694 $26,732.66 $45,773.62 
12/13/2018 2711/2712 $93,573.12 $160,222.74 

DISSEMINATION $1,250.04 $0.00 
1/23/2019 2741/2742 $583,297.84 $999,478.73 
3/6/2019 2781/2782 $43,505.71 $74,493.66 

4/12/2019 2826/2827 $13,194.99 $22,593.44 
5/13/2019 INV#1700040 $3,769.50 $0.00 
5/22/2019 2852/2853 $15,275.13 $33,323.08 

7/8/2019 2903/2904 $19,143.15 $32,956.66 

7/16/2019 GRAU INV#18519 $600.00 $0.00 

8/6/2019 GRAU I NV#18575 $0.00 $600.00 

9/5/2019 2982/2983 $17,331.59 $30,638.88 
TOTAL $817,673.73 $1,400,080.81 

Amount due: ($0.00) $0.00 



EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET 
September 30, 2019 

Major Funds Total 

Debt Capital Governmental 

General Service Projects Funds 

ASSETS: 

Cash $41,481 $41,481 
Petty Cash $500 $500 
Investment - State Board $1,642,189 $1,642,189 
Investments: 
Series 20118 

Reserve B $13,792 $13,792 
Revenue B $10,321 $10,321 
Prepayment B $483,509 $483,509 
Deferred B $12,321 $12,321 

Series 2013 

Reserve A $399,141 $399,141 

Revenue A $661,792 $661,792 
Interest A $114 $114 
Sinking $32 $32 
Construction A $365,862 $365,862 

Series 2015 

Reserve A $138,982 $138,982 
Revenue A $501,608 $501,608 

Series 2019 

Reserve A $180,950 $180,950 
Interest A $186,316 $186,316 
Revenue A $2,137 $2,137 
Construction A $5,647 $5,647 

Deposits-Electric $15,119 $15,119 
Prepaid Expenses $99,527 $99,527 

TOTAL ASSETS $1,798,816 $2,578,694 $383,830 $4,761,340 

LIABILITIES: 
Accounts Payable $99,745 $99,745 

TOTAL LIABILITIES $99,745 $0 $0 $99,745 

FUND BALANCES: 
Nonspendable: 

Deposits and prepaid items $114,647 $114,647 
Restricted: 

Debt Service $2,578,694 $2,578,694 
Capital Projects $383,830 $383,830 

Unassigned $1,584,424 $1,584,424 
TOTAL FUND BALANCES $1,699,071 $2,578,694 $383,830 $4,661,595 

TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES $1,798,816 $2,578,694 $383,830 $4,761,340 
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EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

GENERAL FUND 

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance 
For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ADOPTED PRORATED BUDGET ACTUAL 

DESCRIPTION BUDGET THRU 09/30/19 THRU 09/30/19 VARIANCE 

REVENUES: 

Maintenance Assessments $1,294,884 $1,294,884 $1,297,395 $2,510 

Developer Contributions $0 $0 $56,607 $56,607 
Interest Income $13,500 $13,500 $42,161 $28,661 

Clubhouse Income $10,000 $10,000 $37,203 $27,203 
FEMA Revenue $0 $0 $202,097 $202,097 

TOTAL REVENUES $1,318,384 $1,318,384 $1,635,463 $317,079 

EXPENDITURES: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Supervisors Fee $24,000 $24,000 $13,800 $10,200 

Fica Expense $1,836 $1,836 $1,056 $780 
Engineering Fees $10,000 $10,000 $28,282 ($18,282) 

Attorney Fees $40,000 $40,000 $50,821 ($10,821) 
Annual Audit $5,900 $5,900 $5,900 $0 
Trustee Fees $12,399 $12,399 $12,884 ($485) 

Dissemination Agent $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $0 
Arbitrage $1,200 $1,200 $600 $600 

Assessment Roll $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $0 
Management Fees $42,970 $42,970 $42,970 ($0) 
Computer Time $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $0 
Telephone $175 $175 $210 ($35) 
Postage $1,300 $1,300 $1,004 $296 
Printing & Binding $2,750 $2,750 $3,308 ($558) 
Rentals & Leases $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $0 
Insurance $7,914 $7,914 $7,194 $720 

Legal Advertising $900 $900 $2,565 ($1,665) 
Other Current Charges $1,000 $1,000 $940 $60 
Website Management $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $0 
Office Supplies $400 $400 $276 $124 
Dues, Licenses $175 $175 $175 ($1) 

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE $163,318 $163,318 $182,385 ($19,067) 

FIELD: 

Field Management $22,168 $22,168 $22,168 $0 
Parking Lot Monitoring Fees $10,164 $10,164 $10,164 $0 
Electricity $32,500 $32,500 $32,556 ($56) 

Landscape Maintenance $290,833 $290,833 $280,680 $10,153 

Landscape Materials $20,000 $20,000 $95,524 ($75,524) 

Irrigation Maint & Repairs $5,000 $5,000 $9,597 ($4,597) 

Janitorial Supplies $5,000 $5,000 $0 $5,000 
Lake Maintenance $10,000 $10,000 $9,395 $605 

Pressure Washing $10,000 $10,000 $10,800 ($800) 

Lights Repair and Maintenance $5,000 $5,000 $1,525 $3,475 

Monuments Maintenance/Repairs $10,000 $10,000 $32,421 ($22,421) 

Sign/Decor Maintenance $5,000 $5,000 $4,525 $476 

Stormwater Services $4,573 $4,573 $34,614 ($30,041) 
Holiday Lighting $28,968 $28,968 $33,346 ($4,378) 

Sidewalk Repairs $10,000 $10,000 $23,354 ($13,354) 

Special Projects $19,064 $19,064 $69,894 ($50,830) 
Contingency $22,82f?age 2 $22,826 $12,003 $10,823 

TOTAL FIELD $511,096 $511,096 $682,565 ($171,469) 



EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

GENERAL FUND 

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance 
For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ADOPTED PRORATED BUDGET ACTUAL 
DESCRIPTION BUDGET THRU 09/30/19 THRU 09/30/19 VARIANCE 

CLUBHOUSE 

Access Control $2,400 $2,400 $3,709 ($1,309) 
Active Video Monitoring $0 $0 $8,803 ($8,803) 
Alarm Monitoring $1,000 $1,000 $540 $460 
Air Conditioning Maint Contract $3,600 $3,600 $5,590 ($1,990) 
Fitness Equipment Maintenance $6,250 $6,250 $6,833 ($583) 
Equipment Repair $5,000 $5,000 $300 $4,700 

Electric $60,000 $60,000 $65,739 ($5,739) 
Cable/Internet Services $3,750 $3,750 $4,416 ($666) 
Holiday Lighting $9,730 $9,730 $9,730 $0 
Insurance $30,796 $30,796 $29,681 $1,115 
Landscape Maintenance $28,710 $28,710 $26,318 $2,393 
Landscape Replacement $10,000 $10,000 $5,841 $4,159 
License, Music $1,450 $1,450 $1,483 ($33) 
Irrigation Maintenance $2,100 $2,100 $0 $2,100 

Office Equipment Maintenance $500 $500 $0 $500 
Janitorial Supplies $6,500 $6,500 $17,803 ($11,303) 
Office Supplies/Clubhouse Supplies $2,500 $2,500 $129 $2,371 

Onsite Club Management Fees $211,368 $211,368 $211,368 $0 
Benefits - Club Management $20,160 $20,160 $0 $20,160 
Pest Control $1,020 $1,020 $1,020 $0 
Pool & Spa Maintenance $42,600 $42,600 $42,600 $0 
Pool-Splash Pad $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $0 
Pool and Spa Repairs $15,000 $15,000 $5,161 $9,840 
Permits $750 $750 $750 $0 
Pool Monitoring $18,576 $18,576 $18,576 $0 
Pool Emergency Cleaning $2,000 $2,000 $0 $2,000 
Repairs and Maintenance $50,000 $50,000 $61,857 ($11,857) 
Special Events $6,000 $6,000 $1,645 $4,355 
Security-Roving Guard $2,000 $2,000 $5,942 ($3,942) 
Telephone $5,000 $5,000 $4,451 $549 
Trash Collection $5,000 $5,000 $7,007 ($2,007) 
Water & Sewer $1,500 $1,500 $3,158 ($1,658) 
Contingency $10,000 $10,000 $17,635 ($7,635) 
Replacements $22,710 $22,710 $23,385 ($675) 
Capital Reserve $50,000 $50,000 $0 $50,000 
TOTAL CLUBHOUSE $643,970 $643,970 $S97,469 $46,SOl 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES $1,318,384 $1,318,384 $1,462,418 ($144,034) 

Excess (deficiency) of revenues 

over (under) expenditures $0 $0 $173,045 $173,045 

Net change in fund balance $0 $0 $173,045 $173,045 

FUND BALANCE - Beginning $0 $1,526,026 

FUND BALANCE- Ending $0 $1,699,071 
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DESCRIPTION 

REVENUES: 

Interest Income 

Special Assessments - Direct B 

Special Assessments - Prepayments 

TOTAL REVENUES 

EXPENDITURES: 

Series 20118 

Interest - 11/1 

Interest - 2/1 

Interest - 5/1 

Interest - 8/1 

Special Call - 11/1 

Special Call - 2/1 

Special Call - 5/1 

Special Call - 8/1 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Excess (deficiency) of revenues 

over (under) expenditures 

Net change in fund balance 

FUND BALANCE - Beginning 

FUND BALANCE - Ending 

EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

DEBT SERVICE FUND - SERIES 20118 

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance 

For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ADOPTED 

BUDGET 

$0 

$146,454 

$0 

$146,454 

$75,763 

$0 

$72,319 

$0 

$95,000 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$243,081 

($96,628) 

($96,628) 

$96,628 

$0 
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PRORATED BUDGET 

THRU 09/30/19 

$0 

$146,454 

$0 

$146,454 

$75,763 

$0 

$72,319 

$0 

$95,000 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$243,081 

($96,628) 

($96,628) 

ACTUAL 

THRU 09/30/19 

$9,393 

$137,385 

$1,290,648 

$1,437,425 

$75,763 

$4,259 

$54,194 

$7,069 

$360,000 

$235,000 

$305,000 

$390,000 

$1,431,284 

$6,141 

$6,141 

$501,480 

$507,622 

VARIANCE 

$9,393 

($9,069) 

$1,290,648 

$1,290,972 

$0 

($4,259) 

$18,125 

($7,069) 

($265,000) 

($235,000) 

($305,000) 

($390,000) 

($1,188,203) 

$102,769 

$102,769 



DESCRIPTION 

REVENUES: 

Interest Income 

Special Assessments A 

TOTAL REVENUES 

EXPENDITURES: 

Series 2013 

Interest - 11/1 

Principal - 11/01 

Interest - 05/1 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Excess (deficiency) of revenues 

over (under) expenditures 

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/(USES): 

Dissemination 

Arbitrage 

Trustee Fees 

EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

DEBT SERVICE FUND - SERIES 2013 

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance 

For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ACTUAL ADOPTED 

BUDGET 

PRORATED BUDGET 

THRU 09/30/19 TH RU 09/30/19 

$0 
$811,678 

$811,678 

$286,959 

$220,000 

$282,422 

$789,381 

$22,297 

($1,250) 

($600) 

($3,847) 

$0 
$811,678 

$811,678 

$286,959 

$220,000 

$282,422 

$789,381 

$22,297 

($1,250) 

($600) 

($3,847) 

$19,457 

$817,674 

$837,131 

$286,959 

$220,000 

$282,422 

$789,381 

$47,750 

($1,250) 

($600) 

($3,770) 

TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/USES) ($5,697} ($5,697} ($5,620) 

Net change in fund balance $16,600 $16,600 $42,130 

FUND BALANCE - Beginning $615,504 $1,018,949 

FUND BALANCE - Ending $632,104 $1,061,080 
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VARIANCE 

$19,457 

$5,996 

$25,453 

($0) 

$0 

($0) 

($0} 

$25,453 

($0) 

$0 

$77 

$77 

$25,530 



DESCRIPTION 

REVENUES: 

Interest Income 

Special Assessments A 

TOTAL REVENUES 

EXPENDITURES: 

Series 2015 

Interest - 11/1 

Interest - 05/1 

Principa I - 05/01 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Excess (deficiency) of revenues 

over (under) expenditures 

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/(USES): 

lnterfund Transfer ln/(Out) 

Dissemination 

Arbitrage 

Trustee Fees 

EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

DEBT SERVICE FUND - SERIES 2015 

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance 

For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ACTUAL ADOPTED 

BUDGET 

PRORATED BUDGET 

THRU 09/30/19 TH RU 09/30/19 

$0 

$1,389,815 

$1,389,815 

$383,550 

$383,550 

$630,000 

$1,397,100 

($7,285) 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$1,389,815 

$1,389,815 

$383,550 

$383,550 

$630,000 

$1,397,100 

($7,285) 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$15,866 

$1,400,081 

$1,415,947 

$383,550 

$383,550 

$630,000 

$1,397,100 

$18,847 

$0 

$0 

($600) 

$0 

TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/USES) $0 $0 ($600) 

Net change in fund balance ($7,285) ($7,285) $18,247 

FUND BALANCE - Beginning $480,515 $622,343 

FUND BALANCE - Ending $473,230 $640,590 
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VARIANCE 

$15,866 

$10,266 

$26,132 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$26,132 

$0 

$0 

($600) 

$0 

($600) 

$25,532 



DESCRIPTION 

REVENUES: 

Interest Income 

TOTAL REVENUES 

EXPENDITURES: 

Series 2019 
Interest - 11/1 

Interest - 05/1 

Principal - 05/01 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Excess (deficiency} of revenues 

over (under} expenditures 

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES//USES); 

Bond Proceeds 

lnterfund Transfer ln/(Out) 

EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

DEBT SERVICE FUND- SERIES 2019 

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance 

For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ADOPTED 

BUDGET 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

PRORATED BUDGET 

THRU 09/30/19 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

ACTUAL 

THRU 09/30/19 

$4,312 

$4,312 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$4,312 

$365,085 

$7 

TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/USES) $0 $0 $365,091 

Net change in fund balance $0 $0 $369,404 

FUND BALANCE - Beginning $0 $0 

FUND BALANCE - Ending $0 $369,404 
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VARIANCE 

$4,312 

$4,312 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$4,312 

$365,085 

$7 

$365,091 

$369,404 



Interest Rate; 
Maturity Date: 

Bonds outstanding - 9/30/2018 
Less: 

Current Bonds Outstanding 

Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 
Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 
Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 

Bonds outstanding - 9/30/2018 
Less: 
Current Bonds Outstanding 

Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 
Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 
Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 

Bonds outstanding - 9/30/2018 
Less: 
Current Bonds Outstanding 

Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 
Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 
Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 
Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 
Interest Rate: 
Maturity Date: 

Bonds outstanding - 2/21/19 
Current Bonds Outstanding 

Total Current Bonds Outstanding 

EAST HOMESTEAD 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

Long Term Debt Report 

FY 2019 

Series 2011B, Special Assessment Bonds 

7.25% 
5/1/2021 

November 1, 2018 (Special Call) 
Febuary 1, 2019 (Special Call) 

May 1, 2019 (Special Call) 
August 1, 2019 (Special Call) 

Series 2013, Special Assessment Bonds 

4.125% 
11/1/2023 

5.00% 
11/1/2033 

5.625% 
11/1/2043 

November 01, 2018 (Mandatory) 

Series 2015, Special Assessment Bonds 

3.750% 
5/1/2020 

4.25% 
5/1/2025 

4.750% 
5/1/2036 

May 1, 2019 (Mandatory) 

Series 2019, Special Assessment Bonds 

3.550% 
11/1/2020 

3.75% 
11/1/2024 

4.125% 
11/1/2029 

4.75% 
11/1/1939 

5.000% 
11/1/2049 
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$2,090,000.00 
($360,000.00) 
($235,000.00) 
($305,000.00) 
($390,000.00) 
$800,000.00 

$1,470,000.00 

$3,555,000.00 

$5,965,000.00 

$10,990,000.00 
($220,000.00) 

$10, 770,000.00 

$1,285,000.00 

$3, 705,000.00 

$11,820,000.00 

$16,810,000.00 
($630,000.00) 

$16,180,000.00 

$95,000.00 

$415,000.00 

$625,000.00 

$1, 725,000.00 

$2, 770,000.00 

$5,630,000.00 
$5,630,000.00 

$33,380,000.00 



DESCRIPTION 

REVENUES: 

Interest Income 

TOTAL REVENUES 

EXPENDITURES: 

Capital Outlay A 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Excess (deficiency) of revenues 

over (under) expenditures 

Net change in fund balance 

FUND BALANCE - Beginning 

FUND BALANCE - Ending 

EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND - SERIES 2006 

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance 

For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ADOPTED 

BUDGET 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 
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PRORATED BUDGET 

THRU 09/30/19 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

ACTUAL 

THRU 09/30/19 

$246 

$246 

$0 

$0 

$246 

$246 

$12,075 

$12,321 

VARIANCE 

$246 

$246 

$0 

$0 

$246 

$246 



DESCRIPTION 

REVENUES: 

Interest Income 

TOTAL REVENUES 

EXPENDITURES: 

Capital Outlay A 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Excess (deficiency) of revenues 

over (under) expenditures 

Net change in fund balance 

FUND BALANCE - Beginning 

FUND BALANCE - Ending 

EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND - SERIES 2013 

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance 

For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ADOPTED 

BUDGET 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 
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PRORATED BUDGET 

THRU 09/30/19 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

ACTUAL 

THRU 09/30/19 

$7,344 

$7,344 

$33,691 

$33,691 

($26,347) 

($26,347) 

$392,209 

$365,862 

VARIANCE 

$7,344 

$7,344 

($33,691) 

($33,691) 

($26,347) 

($26,347) 



DESCRIPTION 

REVENUES: 

Interest Income 

TOTAL REVENUES 

EXPENDITURES: 

Capital Outlay 

Cost of Issuance 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Excess (deficiency) of revenues 

over (under) expenditures 

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/(USES): 

Bond Proceeds 

lnterfund Transfer ln/(Out) 

EAST HOMESTEAD 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND - SERIES 2019 
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance 

For the Period Ended September 30, 2019 

ADOPTED 

BUDGET 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

PRORATED BUDGET 

THRU 09/30/19 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

ACTUAL 

THRU 09/30/19 

$8,165 

$8,165 

$4,968,887 

$298,539 

$5,267,426 

($5,259,261) 

$5,264,915 

($7) 

TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/USES} $0 $0 $5,264,909 

Net change in fund balance $0 $0 $5,647 

FUND BALANCE - Beginning $0 $0 

FUND BALANCE - Ending $0 $5,647 
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VARIANCE 

$8,165 

$8,165 

($4,968,887) 

($298,539) 

($5,267,426} 

($5,259,261} 

$5,264,915 

($7) 

$5,264,909 

$5,647 



East Homestead 
Community Development District 

Series 2006A/B Special Assessment Revenue Bonds 

1. Recap of Capital Project Fund Activity Through September 30, 2019 

Opening Balance in Construction Account 2006A 

Source of Funds: Interest Earned 

Use of Funds: 

Disbursements: 

lnterfund Transfer In 

Land 

Earthwork/Demolition 

Survey 
Storm Drain 

Water/Sewer 

Permits 

Lift Stations 

Force Main 

Pavement 

Guardrail 

Irrigation 

Maint Bond 

Concrete 

Lighting 

Lakes 

Landscaping 

Entrance 

Cost of Issuance 

Adjusted Balance in Construction Account at September 30, 2019 

2. Funds Available For Construction at September 30, 2019 

Book Balance of Construction Fund at February 28, 2019 

3. Investments - US Bank 

September 30, 2019 

Construction Fund: 
~ 
Overnight 

Yield 

0.010% 

2006B 

2006A 
2006B 

2006A 

2006B 

$12,321.17 

Maturity 

$8,519,403.00 

$23,039, 700.90 

$103,245.16 

$1,187,081.71 

$30,225.69 

$90,257.98 

($11,859,028.02) 

($7,333, 763.86) 

($329,457.81) 

($2,244,976.53) 

($5,468,187.03) 

($715,057.16) 

($566,512.68) 

($210,299.54) 

($380,407.75) 

($22,949.20) 

($67,278.62) 

($107,427.05) 

($387,025.85) 

($252,948.44) 

($51,886.24) 

($1, 718,522.14) 

($504,497.35) 

($737,368.10) 

$12,321.17 

Principal 
$12,321.17 

ADJ: Outstanding Requisitions _____ $"-O_.o_o_ 
Balance at 09/30/2019 $12,321.17 ============== 
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East Homestead 
Community Development District 

Series 2013 Special Assessment Revenue Bonds 

1. Recap of Capital Project Fund Activity Through September 30, 2019 

Opening Balance in Construction Account 

Source of Funds: Interest Earned 

Use of Funds: 

Disbursements: 

lnterfund Transfer In 

Clubhouse Purchase 

Public ROW Improvements 

Lake Fountains 

Clubhouse Improvements 

Clubhouse Equipment 

Miscellaneous 

Cost of Issuance 

Adjusted Balance in Construction Account at September 30, 2019 

2. Funds Available For Construction at September 30, 2019 

Book Balance of Construction Fund at February 28, 2019 

3. Investments - Wells Fargo Bank 

September 30, 2019 
Construction Fund: 

~ 
Overnight 

Yield 

0.010% 

$365,861.62 

Maturity 

$11,129,398.95 

$19,585.26 
($3, 739.57) 

($9,017,616.57) 
($345,024. 79) 

($66,463.50) 
($616,220.67) 
($185,695.86) 

($23,302.00) 
($525,059.63) 

$365,861.62 

Principal 

$365,861.62 

ADJ: Deposit/Prepaid $0.00 
ADJ: Outstanding Requisitions _____ -,-_ ___,$_0_.o_o_ 

Balance at 09/30/2019 $365,861.62 
====================~ 
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East Homestead 
Community Development District 

Series 2019 Special Assessment Revenue Bonds (Expansion Area Project) 

1. Recap of Capital Project Fund Activity Through September 30, 2019 
Opening Balance in Construction Account 

Source of Funds: Interest Earned 

Use of Funds: 

Disbursements: 

lnterfund Transfer In 

Roadways Improvements 

Stormwater Management System 

Water Distribution 

Sewage Collection System 

Softcost 

Miscellaneous 

Cost of Issuance 

Adjusted Balance in Construction Account at September 30, 2019 

2. Funds Available For Construction at September 30, 2019 
Book Balance of Construction Fund at February 28, 2019 

3. Investments - US Bank 

September 30, 2019 
Construction Fund: 

~ 
Overnight 

Yield 

0.010% 

$5,647.41 

Maturity 

$5,264,915.45 

$8,164.85 
($6.61) 

($350,987.01) 
($2,828,841.90) 

($741,290.66) 
($1,042, 795.25) 

($4,972.00) 
$0.00 

($298,539.46) 

$5,647.41 

Principal 

$5,647.41 

ADJ: Deposit/Prepaid $0.00 
~DJ: Outstanding Requisitions _______ ~$_0_.o_o_ 

Balance at 09/30/2019 $5,647.41 ===================== 
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